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Executive Summary 

 
In order to continue to provide excellent service, Washington County Cooperative 

Library System contracted with Lori Bowen Ayre (Principal Consultant, The Galecia 

Group) to assist them in responding to the workload associated with materials and 

collection management issues, and interlibrary delivery volume. Circulation and 

interlibrary delivery volume has steadily increased in the past years and WCCLS 

sought solutions that would provide immediate relief and to provide a vision of long 

term changes that would position WCCLS and member libraries in an optimal 

position for continuing to serve their communities effectively. 

 

After visiting each WCCLS library and gathering data from systems staff, technical 

services and circulation, and conducting research, the Consultant provides numerous 

recommendations that will build on the exemplary services being provided in each 

library and suggests that establishing a more cohesive identity as an interdependent 

system is a critical component of preparing WCCLS for future.  The recommendation 

seek to move member libraries in the direction of a state-of-the-art library system that 

increases each library’s ability to provide personal service to their patrons while 

reducing the materials handling workload faced by library staff.  

 

The recommendations include suggestions for optimizing the shared, integrated 

library system (Polaris) and using it to reduce unnecessary materials movement. 

Some of these settings will require monitoring and evaluation to ascertain their 

effectiveness.  The changes to Polaris rely on the recommendation that the courier 

delivery routes be standardized (same routes each day).  In addition, the courier 

service, now operated with two vans and a truck, should be converted to a two-truck 

system for maximum efficiency and for ergonomic purposes.  In addition, 

recommendations have been provided for optimizing the current manual sort system 

by instituting a pigeon hole sort system.   

 

Taking a more long term view, Consultant recommends the current sort facility be 

relocated to a location that can house two trucks and a more sophisticated sort 

operation so that individual sorting can be taken over by courier staff thus relieving 

library staff from this task.  Making this change (in combination with implementing a 

batch tasket (tote) check-in system) will free up 120 hours per day in library staff 

time and free up 300 square feet in many of the  libraries (where sorting taskets are 

currently placed). 

 

Moving the courier operation to a larger location will provide several other 

opportunities for improving WCCLS services which could be centralized and housed 

there. Technical services, Outreach, and ILL all rely on the courier service and a 

larger open space would provide an excellent opportunity to optimize the work areas 

for each of these departments.  In addition, centralizing much of the technical services 

function rather than operating 14 selections, acquisitions, collections management 
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and receiving teams will also yield considerable savings while providing libraries the 

opportunity to develop their collection as a single system.  Given that approximately 

45% of items checked out have first been place on hold suggests that almost half of 

all circulations are done online rather than browsing.  In other words, collection 

management must address the whole collection (online and browsing customers), and 

not just each individual library’s collection.  

 

Following these recommendations, Consultant recommends WCCLS implement 

RFID (radio-frequency ID tags) to reduce materials handling and circulation 

functions system-wide.  RFID-enabled workflow which eliminates the need for bar 

code scanners ensures that current staffing levels will be adequate even if check-in 

volume increases another 25% or more. 

 

After standardizing on RFID, WCCLS libraries are optimally positioned to roll-out an 

effective self-service program and implement a cost-effective security system. Self-

service is very popular with patrons when implemented correctly.  Key components 

of a key self-service implementation program have been provided.  One benefit of 

RFID is that it is used for circulation and tracking of material (like the bar code) and 

it can also be used for security (like an electro-magnetic strip).  Evaluating the 

security needs system-wide (based on an assessment of loss rate) can be 

accomplished with an RFID system.  Once an assessment has been made about what 

items require security, only then should a system be rolled out system-wide.  The 

security system must address the security needs of each library and work even as 

items move between libraries to fill holds. 

 

Finally, the long term recommendation is for all libraries to move in the direction of 

automated self check-in with in-library sorters to further optimize materials handling 

processes and reduce staff workload so staff can re-deployed to customer-facing 

tasks, and to improve service to patrons.   
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Background 
 
This report provides preliminary recommendations and a summary of findings related 

to materials handling and collection management at Washington County Cooperative 

Library Service (WCCLS).   

 

Lori Bowen Ayre, Principal Consultant at The Galecia Group, was hired by WCCLS 

to address the following: 

 

 Identify solutions for addressing the shortage of space in the libraries and at 

the central sort warehouse: 

 Identify ways to reduce or eliminate activities that cause injuries associated 

with the manual materials handling workload, both repetitive motion and 

handling the weight of deliveries 

 Identify new services and/or technologies that would improve turnaround, 

help staff effectively deal with the increasing flow of material between 

libraries, and ensure County residents continue to benefit from a rich 

collection that is efficiently shared among all member libraries: 

 Identify ways to improve central delivery and sorting operations, optimize 

the use of warehouse space, and optimize materials handling workflow at 

each library. The following technologies should be evaluated: 

o automated materials handling 

o increasing self-service options 

o adding centralized storage for member libraries 

o providing central storage of certain types of materials (ex: holiday 

books, multiple back copies of popular materials, etc.)  

o centralizing shared services (e.g. technical services) 

o optimizing manual workflows 

 Suggest approaches for gradually introducing automated materials handling 

(AMH) solutions in the libraries taking into account library volume, space 

issues, Polaris compatibility and providing information about the range of 

automation options available from simple to complex 

 Compare the costs and benefits of RFID vs. bar code systems 

 
In order to evaluate the issues and provide recommendations, Consultant spent 

several days visiting each of the libraries, talking with neighborhood and regional 

library staff, meeting with delivery staff, technical services staff, systems staff, and 

administration.  In addition, numerous documents, charts, manuals, spreadsheets, and 

other documentation have been provided by the WCCLS and libraries. These have all 

been reviewed by Consultant.   

 

A Findings Report was submitted to WCCLS and the results of those findings were 

discussed with WCCLS stakeholders.  Consultant reviewed the feedback and made 

minor revisions to the Findings Report based on the feedback and they have been 
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attached to this report as Appendix 1.  The next phase of the project called for 

evaluating numerous options for WCCLS consideration.  This research was 

conducted and a detailed outline of options in several areas was provided to WCCLS 

are attached as Appendices 3, 5 and 8.   

 

The options were reviewed by some WCCLS staff and members.  Consultant met 

with many WCCLS members at the Public Library Association Annual Conference in 

Portland and was able to discuss the various options in more detail.  Consultant led a 

tour of AMH (automated materials handling) vendors to see the range of products 

available.  

 

This Preliminary Recommendations report takes into account WCCLS staff and 

member feedback and provides WCCLS another opportunity to review the 

recommendations before they are finalized and presented to the WCCLS Executive 

Board in May, 2010.
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Recommendations 

Introduction 

 

Identifying appropriate materials handling solutions requires making sure that the 

recommendations fit the library system in terms of cost, space restrictions, and 

capacity building.  A sorter that can’t fit into a small library space is useless.  

Automation that enables the library to handle 10x their current volume -- when only 

10%-15% annual increases are expected -- is overkill.   

 

The solutions must also tackle the pain points head on.  In the case of WCCLS, the 

pain points for the libraries are the shortage of backroom space for handling incoming 

and outgoing courier deliveries and processing returns. Couriers face the challenge of 

keeping up with the increasing interlibrary delivery volume while operating out of a 

small warehouse space.  Both couriers and library staff are also concerned about the 

ergonomics associated with their materials handling tasks. 

 

The backroom space problems vary from library to library. Some libraries such as 

Beaverton and Hillsboro have very large backrooms while others like North Plains, 

Garden Home and Banks have something more akin to a back office than a 

backroom.  Regardless of the size, all the libraries are filled to capacity (or beyond) 

after receiving their daily courier delivery.  The small libraries receive fewer taskets 

(the containers used to transfer library items between libraries) but since they have 

nowhere to put them, even a small delivery creates big problems.  The larger libraries 

get so many taskets that their large backroom spaces are quickly crowded with 

taskets, people and book carts – all involved in processing the day’s delivery.  In 

order to address the problem of not enough space, especially when it comes to 

interlibrary delivery, the proposed solution must ensure that both the large and the 

small libraries benefit. 

 

The problem of increasing interlibrary delivery volume is a testament to the 

popularity of the WCCLS “holds” service.  Patrons love to place holds on items and 

have them delivered to whatever library they choose.  It is an extremely popular 

service and its use continues to increase.  The holds service is at least one of the 

reasons that circulation and interlibrary delivery volume has increased 15-17% 

annually for the last two years. However, it also increases the work for library staff 

sending material out as well as receiving material; and, it places a heavy burden on 

the courier staff moving the material between libraries.   

 

The more people, bins, taskets and carts used for staging material, the less efficient all 

materials handling tasks become. Therefore, to address the space shortage issue and 

to reduce the amount of staging that occurs, it is important to address how returns are 

handled as well.  A solution must be found that makes it easier, faster, and less space-

intensive for libraries to get their courier deliveries unpacked and ready to shelve, and 

to get their outgoing deliveries staged and ready for pick-up.  For returned material, 
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the goal is to quickly get material to the point where it is ready to be shelved and to 

reduce the number of person-hours spent unpacking, unloading, and checking in 

items. 

 

Identifying technologies that eliminate or automate steps such as check-in, check-out, 

put-into-transit, and sort-to-delivery-tasket go far in eliminating unnecessary staging 

of material.  Reducing the number of items sitting in taskets, bookdrop bins, and on 

shelving carts also eliminates wait points in the workflow thereby speeding up the 

turnaround time for material.  In addition to the staff benefits, these changes improve 

service to library patrons who have access to library resources more of the time and 

get their requested items faster.     

 

Where and how the couriers operate has a large impact on library operations too.  

Some of the materials handling work done in each of the libraries could be done more 

efficiently by a central sorting operation.  Therefore, identifying the optimal division 

of labor for WCCLS - as a system - requires evaluating the costs and benefits of 

different approaches and finding the best balance. 

 

Recommendations in Implementation Order 

The following recommendations, if implemented in the order indicated, will 

immediately address the pain points at WCCLS libraries and the courier operation 

and put WCCLS in position to handle the expected increases in circulation and 

interlibrary delivery volume.   

 

1. Set-up optimized sort area inside sort center for sorting mixed 
taskets and remove routing labels and rubber bands at sort 
warehouse. 

 

Dealing with the routing labels and rubber bands is one of the most frustrating aspects 

of materials handling for the library staff.  Many of them use a large amount of their 

backroom floor space for presort taskets just so they can avoid the hassle and time 

associated with filling out a routing slip and putting a rubber band around the item.  

Couriers estimate that as much as 75% of all material is presorted.  This means that 

25% of all items require rubber bands and routing slips (approximately 2700
1
  items 

daily). 

 

It is particularly frustrating to receive, via delivery, a bunch of rubber-banded items 

with routing slips when the library makes such an effort to avoid them.   

 

A better approach would be to have the couriers remove the rubber bands and routing 

slips when they sort the mixed taskets.  The rubber bands could then be returned to 

                                            

1
 That’s 25% of 10,636 items (which is approximately how many items are delivered per day 

based on FY09-10 delivery estimates.) 
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the libraries that use them (and possibly the routing slips) and the libraries that don’t 

use them wouldn’t have to deal with them. 

 

The couriers sort approximately 2700 items a day from the mixed taskets. Most of 

these items are rubber-banded together in bundles of 2-3.  It is likely that the sort 

speed of the couriers is somewhere between 300-400 bundles per person-hour (PPH) 

(depending on how many items you believe are generally bundled together).  Manual 

sorting systems, when set up appropriately, can be as high as 600 PPH so there is 

room for improvement.   

 

Photo 1: Optimized sorting bins 

 
 

Luckily, there is a low-tech way to improve the sort speed of the courier operation. 

Rather than taking each item from a mixed tasket directly over to one of the stacks of 

taskets, items are sorted out of taskets into a smaller group of taskets that are all 

within reach. Each tasket is associated with a location. As the taskets fill up, they are 

carried over to the stack.   

 

An example of an optimized sorting bins arrangement is provided in Photo 1: 

Optimized sorting bins.  For WCCLS, taskets could be used instead of bins.  Instead 

of a straight row of bins stacked three-four high (like this photo), a better 

configuration would be to stack taskets two or three high and arrange them in a semi-

circle around the sorter.  This way the sorter would not have to move around to sort.  
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Another person, the unloader, would swap out full taskets with empties and take care 

of the staging of taskets for loading into the trucks. 

 

With an optimized sort operation, three sort staff should be able to sort each shift’s 

delivery (morning and afternoon shift) in less than an hour.
2
  That would leave 

enough time to add the job of removing the slips and rubber bands as well. 

 

2. Reduce number of days items can wait on holds shelf from 10 to 7 
and conduct patron education program on managing your holds 
queue. 

 

When an item becomes available that a patron has requested, it is routed to the library 

they’ve defined as the pick-up location.  Once it arrives at the pick-up location, it is 

scanned by staff to log it into the pick-up library. Within 24 hours, an email goes to 

the patron advising them that their item is available.  Many patrons receive e-mail 

notification (44%).  A few patrons still get notification mailed to them (2%), and the 

rest receive phone notification.  Libraries are gradually moving all patrons with a 

valid e-mail address over to e-mail notification.
3
  Until very recently, patrons had 10 

days to pick-up their hold from the day the notification is sent.  After that time, the 

hold is declared “unclaimed” and it is sent back or forwarded to the next patron in the 

holds queue.  

 

In the Findings Report, Consultant demonstrated that there is an “unusable resource 

cost” (see Findings Report, Table 17) associated with material that is unusable 

because it is either en route to fill a hold, waiting on a holds shelf for pick-up, or on 

its way back home. An unclaimed hold item has potentially spent 13 days in an 

unusable status because it is either in a truck or waiting on a shelf for one designated 

patron. The annual “unusable resources cost” is $54,662. Because these items are not 

available for browsing or for filling, they are essentially costing the library money 

because the resource is unavailable throughout this process.  

 

In addition to the cost associated with not having these items available, libraries may 

be incurring other costs as well.  For example, libraries may be purchasing more 

copies of titles than necessary to accommodate the long wait list for popular items -- 

even as copies sit on holds shelf, only to be unclaimed.  

 

                                            

2
 If 2700 items need to be sorted per day and they sort twice a day, that’s 1650 items per 

shift.  Three people sorting should be able to sort 1800 items/hour (at 600 PPH) which is 
less than 60 minutes.  

3
 If WCCLS wasn’t already in the process of moving every patron over to e-mail notification 

of holds, this would have been strongly recommended.  Presumably, if someone is able to 
access the on-line holds system, they are in a position to have an e-mail address.  To the 
extent that some patrons require assistance setting up a free email account, library staff 
should be empowered to provide assistance.  Moving to 100% e-mail notification for holds 
will save the libraries money and time, and it makes it easier to shorten notification periods. 
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Allowing patrons less time to pick-up items they have requested could reduce the 

“unusable resources cost,” and shorten waiting lists for popular items.  Reducing the 

period that items can sit on the holds shelf, waiting for pick-up, to a week would 

reduce the “unusable resource cost” by $12,000 and result in more items circulating 

to more patrons. Based on the Findings Report, WCCLS immediately implemented 

the change from ten days to seven days, as recommended here. 

 

One of the reasons so many items go unclaimed (approximately 10% per WCCLS 

systems staff) is because patrons do not know how to manage their holds queues. 

Conducting a campaign to teach patrons how to use their patron account options to 

manage their wish list items and their holds could reduce the number of items that are 

requested before the patrons are ready to use them.  For example, patrons have the 

option to save items to a “title list” as a way to keep track of items they are interested 

in at some point.  Using the title list until the person is ready to read or listen to the 

item is a useful feature that many patrons are probably not using.  Similarly, items in 

the hold list can be switched to “inactive status.”  This is a way for patrons to 

maintain their place in the holds queue without having to get something delivered for 

them before they are ready.  

 

Conducting a system-wide campaign about how to manage holds including screen 

casts, YouTube videos, FYI e-mails, and posters (with QR
4
 codes that link to the 

online resources) could reduce delivery volume and reduce the amount of material 

sitting idle on holds shelves.  WCCLS is strongly urged to undertake a system-wide, 

multi-faceted training program for patrons (along with providing support for setting 

up e-mail notification).   

 

3. Place plastic label-holders on the outside of taskets and use slip-in 
labels to indicate destination. 

 

Taskets, when loaded with material weigh 25-45 pounds.  Anything that can reduce 

the number of times that taskets need to be lifted reduces the chances of repetitive 

stress injuries to the courier staff.  One small change that could dramatically reduce 

the number of times courier drivers and sorters lift up taskets is to put the labels on 

the outside of the taskets instead of setting them inside the taskets on top of library 

material. 

 

The labels now in use are large and laminated. This is good for protecting the label 

and making sure they are easy to see…except that you can’t see them when they are 

inside the tasket.  Opting for a smaller label that can be protected by a permanently 

                                            

4
 QR (Quick Response) Codes are two-dimensional bar codes which can be read by cell 

phone cameras. They can store URLs (which will be launched in the smart phone’s browser, 
or contact information (which can be uploaded to one ‘s contacts.)   
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affixed plastic cover
5
 would be easier for couriers to see so they could more easily 

stack the right taskets together and they wouldn’t have to lift up one or more tasket to 

see what is in the taskets underneath.  

 

4. Replace current 3 vehicle fleet with 2 truck fleet and standardize 
routes   

 

The fleet, composed of one truck and two vans, is not adequate for the current 

delivery volume.  They are consistently filled to a capacity that makes it difficult to 

move taskets in and out.  Two of the vehicles don’t have enough space for most of the 

routes (see Summary of Findings: Table 5: Delivery Courier Schedule Showing 

Vehicle Utilization.)  All of the vehicles have wheel wells that take up space inside 

the storage compartment and make it awkward for couriers to move material in and 

out and to organize stacks.  One van holds only 30 taskets comfortably and the other 

50.  Once more taskets are loaded, it becomes extremely difficult for drivers to load 

and unload material at each library. Even the largest truck is smaller than ideal. The 

maximum number of taskets by weight is 125 but realistically only 80-100 can be put 

in the truck and extracted without some difficulty.  As a result of the fleet’s capacity 

limitations, the routes have been broken out into 14 different routes instead of 

establishing a standard set of routes for servicing all locations. Even though some 

locations don’t get deliveries seven days a week, a standard route system that visits 

each library in the same order everyday will ensure that the routing sequences can be 

developed to support the physical routes. 

 

Toward this end, a route analysis has been performed and a more efficient four-route 

system has been defined that can be run using two 16’ box trucks instead of the 

current fleet of three vehicles. Each truck should be equipped with a rear lift and 

straps for securing the taskets. Each route takes 3.25-5.25 hours to run so would 

require an additional FTE driver. Each vehicle would be used for a morning run and 

an afternoon run. The routes recommended take into account the current delivery 

volume plus assume another 17% increase next year and provide time for drivers to 

sort, as well as perform other administrative duties.  The annual cost of the two-truck 

courier operation recommended, at the projected 2010 levels, will save almost 

$10,000 over the cost required to operate with the existing fleet.  In 2011 (when 

another 17% increase is projected) this plan will save over $20,000 over current costs. 

(see Appendix 2: Transportation Analysis for more details.) 

 

Moving to two box trucks with a true capacity of 150 taskets (no wheel wells in the 

way or weight limit to prevent loading 150 taskets) and a standard routing system 

creates opportunities for reducing delivery volume and reducing turnaround times.  

                                            

5
 Examples of labels that would probably work with the WCCLS taskets are available here: 

http://vistamation.com/products/bins/bin-buddystrade-label-holders/.  Some trial and error 
may be required to find a label that fits in the right place and can be adequately secured to 
the tasket. 

http://vistamation.com/products/bins/bin-buddystrade-label-holders/
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Each truck is large enough to organize the load for easy deliveries. Taskets picked up 

at the beginning of the route can be easily identified and delivered down route or on 

the next route.  This raises the possibility of same day service for some libraries. 

 

There are ergonomic benefits as well.  Trucks that allow couriers to stand throughout 

the loading and unloading process and which eliminate the need to move around 

individual taskets or shift stacks around reduce the ergonomic stress of delivery on 

the drivers. The trucks can be configured such that each library’s taskets have a 

designated area inside the truck that is clearly marked. As items are wheeled into the 

back of the truck, they are parked in their place.  When one or two taskets are picked 

up, they can easily be placed on the right stack without moving anything around or 

lifting taskets to see where things are supposed to go.  Delivery becomes a simple 

matter of wheeling stacks of 5 taskets in and out of the libraries with the hand-truck.   

 

Another component of optimizing delivery and reducing turnaround time for all 

libraries is the loading zone provided by each library.  Some libraries have designated 

loading zones and loading docks that are used by the couriers. Other libraries are not 

as easy to access for couriers carrying 200 pounds of material in and out.  Each 

delivery, once optimized, should take approximately 15 minutes.  Designating a place 

that the couriers can park the truck for 15 minutes – even if it temporarily 

inconveniences some patrons
6
 -- will provide ergonomic benefits to couriers and 

reduce the overall time needed to move material around the system. 

 

5. Modify routing sequences in Polaris to increase opportunities for on-
route deliveries 

 

Two factors affect how material moves around the system:  the routing sequences in 

Polaris and material availability.  WCCLS systems staff have configured the routing 

sequences to ensure requests are fairly distributed and to complement the routes 

established by the courier staff.  This approach makes perfect sense except that the 

routes are not the same every day. 

 

Under the 14 route system, two libraries may be on the same route one day but on 

another day they are not.  As a result, it is impossible to configure the routing 

sequences such that they are coordinated with delivery schedules each day.  For 

example, Cornelius is on a weekday route with Forest Grove, Banks and North Plains 

yet the first library on Cornelius’ routing sequence is Shute Park.  It is only on 

Sundays that Cornelius is on a route with Shute Park.  Thus, the delivery schedule 

and the routing sequences are in agreement on Sundays but the rest of the week, they 

are not in agreement.  

 

                                            

6
 Perhaps designating the area with cones and a friendly sign that lets patrons know that 

the delivery contains items they have requested will reduce the temporary irritation of not 
being able to use a book drop this one time, or having to park slightly farther away. 
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In order to take advantage of the new optimized routes, the existing routing sequences 

need to be modified to increase the likelihood that items picked up along the route 

can be delivered that same day.  By keeping the primary flow of material within each 

truck’s route, more material could be delivered the same day or delivered the next day 

(without having to remove it from the truck).   

 

6. Create primary and secondary routing sequences in Polaris to 
reduce number of taskets needing to be unloaded at the sort center.  

 

Another feature of Polaris that can be utilized to further optimize the routing of 

materials is to establish a primary and secondary routing sequence that matches the 

routes.  Primary routing sequences control the group of libraries from which items 

will be requested.  Only when all libraries in a library’s primary routing sequence 

have failed to fill a request will the request transfer over to the secondary route.  

Defining libraries that are serviced by the same vehicle as being on the same “primary 

route” will ensure that as many items as possible can stay on the trucks for same day 

or next day delivery. 

 

Because materials movement is also affected by availability, it is unclear how much 

of an effect this change could have on materials movement. It is possible that the 

combination of library collections servicing each route is not conducive to this 

approach. Therefore, this recommendation should be pilot tested and closely 

monitored to ensure it is having the desired effect. 

 

7. Move courier operations to larger space and equip with put-to-light 
semi-automated central sorting system to provide for tasket-level 
batch check-in for libraries. 

The current courier warehouse space isn’t big enough to fit more than one truck 

inside.  In addition, when a truck is parked inside, there is barely enough space to sort 

taskets.  Sorting taskets, as implemented today, refers to pulling pre-sorted taskets out 

of each truck or van and stacking them with other presorted taskets along the 

warehouse wall.  Approximately 75% of the taskets are presorted meaning all items 

inside them have been presorted by library staff for one particular destination.  No 

sorting of individual items is required.  

 

Mixed taskets require sorting of individual items.  The relatively small number of 

mixed taskets are placed in a stack at the end of the truck and then sorted, item by 

item (or bundle by bundle) to the presorted taskets along the wall.  Sorting the 

presorted taskets and mixed bundles takes approximately four person hours per day. 
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With enough space (at least 

three times the size of the 

current courier sorting 

space), a put-to-light system 

could be installed that would 

enable the courier staff (with 

additional hires) to drive both 

routes defined above, plus 

sort all items (not just 

taskets) each day and result 

in significant savings in 

library materials handling 

time.  Using a central sort 

operation enables the courier 

team to deliver separate 

Holds and Returns Taskets to 

each library plus provides tasket-level batch check-in capability.  This can be 

accomplished with fully automated approaches (no manual sorting of material) or 

using a semi-automated approach.  The recommendation is to pursue a semi-

automated approach called “put-to-light” because of the lower capital investment 

required while still providing this same benefits to library staff.  The costs and 

benefits of the various approaches (including those not described below) are outlined 

in Appendix 3: Central Sort Options. 

 

How the Put-To-Light System Works 

 

The put-to-light system is composed of a server that connects to Polaris (via the SIP2 

protocol) and 35 “pigeon-hole” slots with indicator lights above each slot.  The slots 

are where the items are placed as they are sorted. The person doing the sorting 

removes items from the taskets, scans the bar code and then places the item in the slot 

that lights up (they “put” the item “to” the “light”.)  On the back side of the slots is a 

person doing the offloading.  The offloader’s job is to remove stacks of material from 

each slot and place them in an appropriate tasket.  When a tasket is full, the offloader 

scans the tasket’s bar code to close that manifest, places a label on the tasket (e.g. 

Beaverton HOLDS) and stages the tasket with others going to the same destination. 

 

Another person is generally in charge of loading the trucks as the stacks of taskets 

grow and ensuring that each truck is loaded according to the predefined tasket 

arrangement optimized for efficient unloading along the route. 

 

To handle the 12,500 items per day expected to move through the delivery system 

next year
7
, eighteen person-hours per day would be needed to ensure that all items 

                                            

7
 Deliveries volume in FY08-09 were 9,000 and were expected to increase by 17% in FY09-

10 so another increase of 17% is assumed for FY10-11 resulting in 12,500 daily. 

Photo 2:  Pigeon-hole slots in put-to-
light system 
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could be sorted each day.  This would require adding approximately three new FTE 

positions to the courier operation for the purpose of sorting. 

  

The process of receiving delivery for libraries involves taking their Holds Taskets 

(which would be grouped separately from Returns) to a Holds check-in station 

equipped with a receipt printer.  They scan the tasket which results in all the items in 

the tasket getting checked in and the holds slips printed out.
8
  Each holds slip has to 

be matched to the item before the items can be placed on the holds shelf but no 

individual items would need to be scanned. 

 

The Returns Taskets can be taken to any check-in station and processed.  Scanning 

the bar code on the tasket, checks in all the items in the tasket one-at-a time but in an 

automated batch process.  The items would be unloaded to shelving carts, media 

verified, and shelved. 

 

On the outbound delivery side, libraries will no longer need to sort items into taskets 

or put routing slips and rubber bands on any items.  All material will be sorted at the 

sort center. 

 

Space and Time Savings and Cost 

 

Once tasket-level check-in is implemented by means of a central sort system, the 

interlibrary deliveries will be checked in and ready for shelving in significantly less 

time than they are now.  Based on the library’s own survey data (provided for this 

report), each library spends anywhere from 1.5 hours (North Plains) to 24.5 hours 

(Hillsboro) per day processing taskets.  Based on current delivery volume, this comes 

to an average of 36 minutes per tasket.
9
  With tasket-level check-in, each tasket will 

take no more than two minutes on average
10

 to check-in because it is as simple as 

scanning a single bar code to check-in all 40 items.  

 

Eliminating the need to presort will save space at the libraries. Libraries that presort 

to all libraries use approximately 408 square feet (14 taskets at 14” x 20.5”).  

However, most libraries send out 15 or fewer taskets per day which requires only 

                                            

8
 The batch check-in feature is a custom software application that would be provided by the 

vendor providing the central sort system (whether it is a put-to-light or fully automated 
system).  It does not exist in Polaris today.   

9
 Even though the data reported by libraries when applied to current delivery volumes 

indicated an average of 36 minutes to process a tasket, the pay back periods were based on 
30 minutes per taskets in order to ensure that the estimates were of savings erred on the 
conservative side. 

10
 Some taskets will take as little as 30 seconds to check in because no additional work is 

required after checking in the batch except to load them onto a shelving cart.  With or without 
batch check-in, media will still need to be verified before check-in.  Taskets containing holds 
should therefore be kept separate from other material not requiring verification. 
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three stacks or 24 square feet. Therefore, at these libraries, eliminating the need to 

presort material could recover over 300 square feet of usable space. 

 

Because of the potential benefit of same day deliveries, libraries might still choose to 

do some presorting.  Staff at each library would have to decide for themselves which 

items to drop into the generic tasket (for central sorting) and which items
11

 they 

would like to presort for same day delivery along the route. 

 

The cost for the put-to-light system recommended is approximately $175,000 (see 

Appendix 4: Put-to-Light System).  Under this system, tasket check-in time will be 

reduced to approximately 2 minutes per tasket from as much as 108 minutes per 

tasket (see Summary of Findings: Table 12: Tasket Check-in Times, Workspaces and 

A-V Handling.) Even if we assume libraries spend 30 minutes per tasket today (which 

is still 6 minutes less than the average), the amount of staff time saved (system-wide) 

is almost 121 hours per day.   

 
Using library staffing costs based on the average cost of a check-in clerk and assuming 

taskets take 30 minutes (on average) per tasket to check-in,  we can project a savings of 

over $600,000 in library materials handling staff costs using a central sort system that 

provides for tasket level check-in. 

   

The library staff savings have been calculated as follows: 

 

Cost of checking in taskets today: 

        261 taskets per day  

            x 30 minutes per tasket (average system-wide was 36 minutes)  

                 x 356 days per year  

                     x $13.87/hour  

                              =  $644,000 per year 

 
Cost of checking in taskets at libraries using tasket level batch check-in: 

     261 taskets per day  

         x 2 minutes per tasket (very high estimate)  

              x 356 days per year  

                   x $13.87/hour  

                         =   $43,000 per year 

 

Savings in library materials handling time:  $644,000 - $43,000 = $601,000 

 

                                            

11
 One scenario is that libraries only presort items being sent down route to fill a Hold.  That 

would keep the amount of presorting to a minimum while improving the Holds turnaround 
time for patrons.  
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Put another way, eliminating item level check-in of interlibrary delivery items ensures 

that current library staffing levels are adequate even if volume increases as much as 

10x over current levels.
12

 
 

A central sort system that provides for tasket level check-in can be implemented in a 

number of ways.  The cheapest way to provide this functionality is probably a  semi-

automated system like the one described.  A fully automated solution would use the ILS 

to determine the sort location (via SIP2, just like the put-to-light system described), but it 

would also do all of the sorting.  Each item would be taken to a conveyor and dropped 

into a tasket.  Depending on the vendor used to provide a full-automated solution, a 

central sorter with 35 discharges would cost at least twice the cost of the put-to-light 

system ($350,000 versus $175,000).  Therefore, the put-to-light system has been 

recommended. 

 

Using library staffing costs based on the average cost of a check-in clerk and the 

additional courier sorting staff required (also based on check-in clerk wages), we can 

project a savings of $500,000 in total (libraries and courier) staffing costs with this 

system (over the current operation). 

 

The total library and courier staff cost savings have been calculated as follows:  

 

Additional cost of four FTE at courier for sorting: 

          Hourly wage of sorter at $13.87 

                  x 35 hour work week  

                             x 52 weeks per year 

                                     x 4 FTE needed 

                                                =  $101,000 

 

           Savings in library materials handling costs of $601,000  

– $101,000 in additional courier staffing costs 

            =   $500,000 in system-wide staffing costs saved 

 

Although two 35 slot put-to-light systems could be operated in tandem, the 

recommendation (and the above calculations) assume that a single 35-slot put-to-light 

system is adequate to handle the sorting requirements of all WCCLS delivery.  

Delivery volume may well increase by another 17% in 2010-11.  If it does, 

approximately 12,500 items will be handled by couriers.  However, because of many 

of the recommendations included above, it is unlikely that 12,500 items will require 

sorting.  With optimized routes that are well coordinated with the Polaris routing 

sequences, some percentage of material will be delivered along the route and this will 

reduce overall delivery volume.  Other recommendations related to holds notification 

will also reduce delivery volume (or ensure it does not increase as fast as it would 

otherwise). 

                                            

12
 10x the capacity is based on the premise that a tasket check-in takes 2 minutes whereas 

checking in each individual item in a tasket takes at least 10x that (libraries reported 36 
minutes per tasket, on average) 
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Items delivered along the route (same day delivery) will not pass through the couriers 

at all (reducing the courier sort staff workload) and therefore will not have a tasket 

manifest.  In other words, the same day deliveries won’t be batch check-in-able.   

Therefore, the benefits to staff will be reduced (more check-ins required) but the 

benefits to patrons will increase (faster response time). While it may be possible to 

allow for tasket manifesting as part of each library’s outbound delivery process, it is 

not recommended because the effort of library staff doing so saves the equivalent 

amount of library time saved on the receiving side.  In other words, the effort is “a 

push.”  

 

Because it is so difficult to anticipate how many items will be sorted at courier and 

how many will be delivered the same day along the route (thus precluding the need to 

sort them at courier), the staffing levels required for the put-to-light system are based 

on the highest likely sort requirements (e.g. assuming delivery volume increases 

another 17% next year) which is 12,500 items per day. The put-to-light system has a 

throughput of 710 items per person hour.  Therefore, four FTE have been allocated 

for handling the sort volume for each day using one put-to-light system.   

 

At the point that two put-to-light systems are required to handle the day’s delivery 

volume, it is probably time to consider a fully automated sorting solution.  Therefore, 

it is important that all of the recommendations that will reduce overall delivery 

volume and decrease the amount of material to be sorted by courier staff are 

implemented ahead of moving to an automated or semi-automated central sort 

system. 

 

Staff Savings and Volunteers 

 

While it is true that many libraries use volunteers for check-in, that doesn’t mean that 

they won’t save staff costs after implementing a tasket-level check-in system.  

Libraries that rely on volunteers for tasket check-in commit certain staff to managing 

those volunteers, scheduling them, training them and supervising them.  Generally the 

supervisors of volunteers are higher paid employees than the check-in clerk wage 

used in the above equation.  Therefore, the costs saved based on these employees’ 

time could be significant. 

 

Libraries that use volunteers for tasket check-in also need more space and equipment 

to support those volunteers.  More people require more places to work which means 

more desks, more scanners, and more carts.  These all cost money that other libraries 

don’t have to spend.  Also, with more people and carts in these small spaces, it is 

impossible to be as efficient as one can be when optimized spaces are provided for 

workers, aisles are kept clear, and workflows are clearly defined.  Moving to a tasket-

level check-in system will reduce the need for equipment and furniture and so many 

volunteers in the backroom.  Ideally, the volunteers in these libraries can be re-

assigned to shelving tasks, which will further reduce work space issues and improve 

turnaround time for patrons. 
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8. Implement Tigard-style workflow and workstation configuration in 
back room 

Some businesses bring in Six Sigma or Lean experts to advise them in effective 

workflow procedures.  WCCLS is lucky to have a team at Tigard that has 

implemented such an efficient backroom workflow that you might suspect they had 

outside experts set it up for them. Some of the features of their backroom that other 

libraries would benefit from replicating are the following: 

 

1) Have a designated workstation for checking media (doing this at one 

workstation allows for a more streamlined setup and workflow at each check-

in station) 

2) Standardize on the book carts to be used by check-in clerks and label them all 

the same.  Book carts should be one-sided and narrow enough for clerks to 

reach all locations.  Returns book carts should be color-coded differently from 

Holds book carts.  

3) Use wrap-around workstations for check-in clerks so they have plenty of 

space on the desktop for scanning each item and desensitizing it, stacking 

items, and keyboarding.  Workstation surfaces should be height-adjustable. 

4) One person should offload check-in carts and place items on the shelving 

carts. 

5) Shelving carts should be adjacent to check-in area. 

6) No one except the offloader should be between the check-in clerks and the 

shelving carts. 

7) The work should flow in one direction from courier and bookdrop staging to 

media verify to check-in clerk to offloader to shelving cart to parking spot for 

full shelving carts. See Figure 1: Diagram showing Tigard back room 

workflow. 

8) Work flows for other processes should not collide with each other (e.g. 

couriers should not have to pass through people who are moving material 

from check-in areas to shelving carts to get to their staging area). 

9) Aisles, staging areas, and cart placement locations should be labeled and used 

only for their intended purpose. 

10) Clearly visible time stamps should be used as a control mechanism to ensure 

that everything is processed within the agreed upon time constraints. 
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Figure 1: Diagram showing Tigard back room workflow 

 
 

 

 

9. Establish centralized technical services and collection management 
team and use expanded courier site for additional centralized 
services; standardize more policies system-wide. 

Currently, interlibrary loan (ILL) shipping is handled by couriers.  Material being sent 

outside of WCCLS is packaged and shipped out via USPS or other ground courier.  

Rather than equipping all 14 libraries with an ILL workstation, shipping labels, 

shipping boxes, a printer, and a scale, one work area is dedicated to this task. 

Centralizing the operation of this service saves libraries money in floor space, 

supplies and time.   

 

This same common sense approach to service consolidation can be applied to other 

services currently being provided by each library such as acquisitions, purchasing, 

receiving, cataloging and processing. Processing of new material, in particular, is 

very space intensive because of the supplies that are necessary (tape, various labels, 

cutting tools, large tables).  

 

Centralizing all of these technical services functions would save each library a 

considerable amount of space and create an opportunity to design a new space 
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optimized for this purpose.  While some libraries have work spaces that work well for 

this purpose (e.g. Hillsboro and Tigard), most of the other libraries do not have work 

areas that do not suit the work done in technical services. 

 

Another benefit of centralizing technical services, including selections, is to address 

the need of the library collection.  While each individual member is responsible for 

their own collection, there is also a need to manage the WCCLS collection as a 

whole.  Because of the way patrons use the collection, the ownership of any particular 

title is decreasingly important.  Patrons generally place holds on titles, not on 

individual copies and whether the item comes from their local library or one of the 

other member libraries is of little concern. To the online patron, there is one 

collection yet the overall WCCLS collection is not managed as its own entity. 

 

Instead, each library has local staff responsible for managing their local collection 

and determining what items can be shared (“holdable”) and what cannot (non-

“holdables”).  Defining items that are non-holdable helps ensure that walk-in patrons 

will find something they are excited to find. There are other ways to accomplish the 

same goal.  Some libraries declare certain titles “Hot Titles” or part of their “Your 

Lucky Day” or “Staff Picks” collections.  These items are displayed prominently and 

ensure that browsing customers will have plenty to choose from.  It also provides a 

way to manage parts of the collection in a more granular yet systematic fashion. 

 

Rather than allowing each library to work through the issues of “what to hold back” 

and “what to share,” it would be beneficial for all libraries to work out a shared 

approach to managing their in-library collections and their shared collection and then 

rolling out a consistent, equitable plan. Using common language (e.g. Hot Titles) to 

promote in-library material helps the patrons that use more than one library.  It also 

allows the libraries to share in marketing collateral.   

 

A central collection management team can be used to coordinate the needs of 

individual libraries and the system as a whole.  The team ensures that each library is 

taking responsibility for their own walk-in customers while sharing responsibility for 

on-line patrons. After a centralized collection management team is in place, options 

such as floating collections can be pilot tested. 

 

The primary benefit of centralizing receiving, cataloging and processing  -- and 

locating this operation in the courier warehouse space -- is primarily the ability to 

eliminate duplicate work, use more optimized spaces suited for the work, and to 

leverage the availability of the delivery system for distributing the new material out to 

the libraries.  Rather than having an additional stop for picking up new material (e.g. 

if technical services was centralized but not housed at the same location as courier), 

the workflow from technical services and cataloging to courier can be made seamless.  

In addition, new material can be processed and checked in at the courier warehouse 

for immediate delivery to the patron waiting for it (rather than first going to the 

owning library). This will ensure that wait-listed items get out to the patron as quickly 

as possible thereby reducing long wait lists even faster. 
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10. Implement RFID system-wide to reduce materials handling workload 
related to check-in and check-out as well as central sort, and to 
provide a standardized security system for WCCLS, and to make all 
self-service features easier for patrons to use. 

 

Optimizing handling of delivery is just one aspect of the work load.  To reduce the 

workload associated with patron returns, it is important to find a way to speed up 

handling of items dropped in book drops and check-ins at the service desks.  RFID 

(radio frequency identification) tags provide a way to speed up almost every 

circulation transaction handled by either staff or patrons themselves.   

 

With RFID tags, stacks of 5-6 items can be checked in (or out) all at once without 

even lifting up the items (they can be slid over a reader mounted on the underside of a 

desk).  In addition, RFID tags can be used in place of security strips.  Turning 

security on and off happens automatically during check-in (or check-out) without 

requiring the extra step of sliding each item across the EM (electro-magnetic) 

sensitizer (the system currently employed by several libraries for security.) 

 

The put-to-light central sort system is also improved with RFID.  Staff doing the 

sorting no longer need to scan each bar code with a wand.  Instead items can be slid 

past an RFID reader on a low cost gravity roller conveyor to trigger the process of 

communicating with Polaris.  This will reduce the number of times each item needs to 

be grasped by a member of the courier/sort team. 

 

Cost and Savings with RFID 

 

The cost of implementing RFID at WCCLS is approximately $1.1 million dollars (see 

Appendix 5: RFID Implementation Estimates.) With RFID, staff will be able to 

process check-ins at least 25% faster because so many items can be checked in at 

once.  While RFID vendors may say as many as 10 items can be checked in at once, it 

is more reasonable to assume 5-6 items can be placed on a counter and accurately 

read by the RFID reader without interfering with one another.  In other words, 

implementing RFID ensures that WCCLS can handle check-in volume increases of as 

much as 25% without having to increase staffing levels. 

 

Moving to RFID will save WCCLS approximately $300,000 per year in staff 

materials handling time. 
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The savings in material handling costs is calculated as follows: 

 

Current cost of processing returns system-wide (based on survey data provided 

by libraries): 

     238 hours per day (all libraries) spent on bookdrop check-in 

           x 356 days open per year  

                   x $13.87 per hour 

                           = $1,175,175 

 

Projected cost of processing returns with RFID: 

      178 hours per day  

            x 356 days open per year 

                    x $13.87 per hour 

                           = $ 878,914 

 

In terms of planning the RFID implementation, it is important that WCCLS libraries 

plan their conversion as a system. Sorting, self check-in, self-check-out and all staff 

circulation functions all rely on the data written on the tag.  Therefore, WCCLS will 

have to plan how best to use them. While many early adopters have opted to use 

RFID tags simply as glorified bar codes, the opportunities for significant 

improvements in workflow can only be reaped when RFID technology is more 

thoroughly exploited. How to truly take advantage of this technology will become 

more apparent once a data model profile has been established for U.S. library 

applications. U.S. data model standards are near completion for HF tags, but they 

have not yet been finalized.  For this reason it is important to work with an RFID 

vendor who is closely tracking developments related to the library applications and 

RFID standards.  In addition, WCCLS is strongly encouraged to also follow 

developments with UHF tags which also show promise for library applications (but 

these tags are not the subject of the forthcoming data model standards). 

 

 

11. Establish program promoting consistent self check-out program 
system-wide 

 

Across the WCCLS system, several models of 3M self-check machines are used as 

well as the Polaris ExpressCheck system.  Some libraries offer no self check-out 

option.  It is difficult for patrons to learn the rules at each of the libraries because of 

disparate approaches to check-out.  Circulation policies also differ to some extent; as 

do media and holds management. Rather than learn the local rules and equipment, 

patrons are likely to go to the service desk to handle even the most basic transactions 

when they aren’t in their home library.  

 

Self-service options such as self check-in and self check-out are easier for patrons to 

use when they are RFID-enabled because it doesn’t matter how items are oriented 

when they are passed by the tag reader (versus bar codes which must first be found on 

the item, and then properly aligned under the bar code reader).  After WCCLS has 
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RFID-enabled the collection, it is an ideal time to establish a consistent approach to 

self check-out and self check-in.   

 

Most patrons prefer to use the self check-out machines if they work for all materials 

because it is faster than standing in line.  Kids love them because they are fun and 

they can do it themselves. Some library staff don’t understand that a good self-service 

program is key to providing much better, more personalized service to their patrons.   

 

With a robust self check-out program, all the patrons who want to get in and out fast 

can do so. The people who want to visit a bit or have more complicated circulation or 

account matters to discuss don’t have to feel rushed when they go to the service desk 

for help because there isn’t the long line of impatient patrons who just want to grab 

their holds and go. Staff can be more relaxed with each customer because there is less 

pressure to hurry.  It’s a win-win service. 

 

The key to making self-service work is that everything needs to be check-out-able at 

the self check-out machines.  If someone has to go to the circulation desk to get their 

holds, self check-out doesn’t work.  If certain types of materials cannot be read by the 

self check machine, self check-out doesn’t work.  If circulation staff act like the 

machines are there to punish patrons or take away their jobs, self check-out doesn’t 

work.  If the machines are not placed properly in the library without enough space to 

set things down with a stool for the kids….self check-out probably isn’t going to 

work.    

 

For self check-out to be successful, you need a strong program supporting the 

implementation.  The program should include selection of consistent equipment, 

consistent policies and practices, thorough testing of all material to ensure that 

everything can be checked out easily, appealing and positive signage, convenient 

placement of equipment near the exits and holds pick-up areas, and support from all 

staff.  

 

12. Establish security standards based on a cost-benefit analysis 
justifying expenditures. 

 

One of the benefits of using RFID is the fact that it can be used to identify as well as 

secure library material. 

 

Various security systems are in use including DVD locks, Kwik cases, and Alpha 

security cases for media plus 3M security gates and Sentry security gates.  Some 

libraries use no security systems or separate media from the display cases (terribly 

time-consuming), or shelve holds behind the service desk to keep them safe.   

 

The security issue is complicated. Even with a system-wide RFID implementation, 

material is only secure if security gates or lockable cases are used.  Since some 

libraries do not use any security system, it may be difficult to convert everyone over 

to the same system.  However, it would be worthwhile to address security as a 
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system-wide issue rather than continue to roll-out incompatible approaches to security 

which undermines the ultimate goal. 

 

Many of the libraries do not seem to experience losses sufficient to justify any kind of 

security system. It would be prudent for WCCLS to perform a cost-benefit analysis of 

system-wide approaches to security to ensure that the cost of implementing the 

system is justified by the cost of losses.  This requires tracking material that is being 

stolen which in turn requires an inventory protocol. Without RFID, inventorying the 

collection would be prohibitive.  Even with RFID, it is a very big project to 

undertake.   

 

After determining “what” and “how much” is being stolen, the appropriate security 

system can be identified. Finally, the cost of implementing the right security system 

against the cost of the losses (or replacing lost material) can be compared against the 

cost of securing it.  

 

Even though each library is responsible for its own collection, there is so much 

movement of material between the libraries that it is important to establish system-

wide security standards that are based on data.  Using that data, WCCLS should 

provide recommendations and technical specifications that will provide libraries with 

a path toward implementing security that is compatible with other libraries and which 

protects material throughout its lifecycle.  

 

13. Introduce automated check-in machines that feed into library sorters 
at all libraries 

The best way to reduce materials handling workload in any library system is to 

introduce automated check-in with sortation because automated check-in has the 

potential to not simply reduce material handling work, it eliminates much of the 

materials handling burden on staff.  To do so, automated check-in must be equipped 

with a sorter that can sort to at least two locations so that items that require additional 

handling can be separated from items that can be returned directly to the shelves.  

Such a system allows patrons to return their own items (via the automated check-in 

system) at which point they are immediately checked in and routed to one of the sort 

discharges. 

 

The benefit to patrons is that their returns come off their account immediately so they 

can borrow back up to their limit immediately.  Automated check-in systems can be 

equipped to provide receipts, which patrons also appreciate, so they can begin their 

browsing -- confident that they have returned their items on time and have an up-to-

date account. 

 

The benefit to staff is where automated check-in really shines.  Once a patron checks 

in their item, all items that need to go back on the shelves (e.g. they don’t trigger a 

new hold and they don’t need media checked) can be returned to the shelves 

immediately.  The only staff that need to touch these items are shelving clerks.   
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The automated check-in units can be internal or external but to be the most efficient, 

they should be configured to feed the material directly into the backroom where staff 

can process it immediately.   

 

One of the options evaluated to address the WCCLS materials handling issues was to 

place automated check-in and sorters at each library.  In order to evaluate the cost 

effectiveness of the various solutions recommended here, it was important to estimate 

the size of sorter needed based on each library’s circulation and delivery volume.  

 

The analysis considered first-time check-ins per hour which were based on annual 

check-in plus average number of taskets processed daily divided by hours open each 

year.  Using these numbers, it was possible to estimate how many staff induction 

units, public check-in stations, and discharges would be needed.  These are the main 

components that drive the cost of the sorter. 

 

Depending on the vendor used and how many discharges, staff induction points, and 

automated check-ins are configured at each library, the cost could be as low as $2 

million and as high as $3.3 million dollars.  Because of the very high cost of 

implementing this solution and the longer payback period, this approach was not 

recommended ahead of the RFID implementation.  RFID is a cheaper solution ($1.1 

million) than implementing AMH systems at each library, and RFID will immediately 

reduce materials handling workload throughout the system.  

 

That said, every library is encouraged to seriously consider this type of AMH 

technology in their long term planning because of the enormous benefits to staff, the 

convenience for patrons, and the ability to double the number of check-ins that the 

library could handle without increasing staffing levels.  

 

In terms of implementation of an AMH system, WCCLS is encouraged to seek a 

single automated materials handling vendor to provide the central sort system, self 

check-in systems, and library sorters. Automated materials handling equipment 

requires support and maintenance.  These support and maintenance costs can be 

significantly reduced if they are put under a single contract.  Training local staff to 

operate and maintain the equipment, and ensuring spare parts are available is also 

much easier and cheaper with a single AMH vendor. 

 

See Appendix 6: Evaluation of Sorters and Automated Self Check-in at Every Library 

for library-specific detail about sorter configurations recommended, estimated cost, 

and improved returns-handling capacity with the recommended sorter.  These 

estimates have been developed based on Lyngsoe ROM (rough order of magnitude) 

pricing (see Appendix 7: AMH ROM Pricing). 
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Conclusion 

 
WCCLS provides excellent service to an expanding community.  The community is 

expanding and the numbers of patrons using the library system are growing. These 

patrons have high expectations of their libraries. In order to continue its practice of 

effectively serving the wide range of users in Washington County, it will be necessary 

for the member libraries to work more closely together.  While each library retains its 

own individuality, the libraries can function much more effectively and efficiently if 

they also operate like a system.   

 

The integrated library system (Polaris) and courier service is used by all of the 

libraries and several recommendations have been included in this report for 

optimizing the operation of each of these systems and ensuring they complement one 

another.  These changes to Polaris in combination with the recommended route and 

courier changes will reduce delivery volume, or at the very least, slow the rate of  

increase.   

 

Expanding the size of the courier warehouse space, introducing a central sort system 

with batch level tasket check-in, and adding sort staff will eliminate much of the 

sorting done in libraries and free up over 120 hours per day in library staff time.  

Libraries will also recover as much as 300 square feet of floor space in their back 

rooms just by eliminating the presort taskets.  

 

Centralizing technical services reduces every library’s costs, and allows for more 

efficient workflow and better collection management system-wide. Implementing 

RFID will make every circulation transaction an easier one, for both patrons and staff, 

while establishing a good starting point for rolling out a successful self-service 

program and effective security system. 

 

Moving to RFID serves to streamline all circulation and self-service operations.  It 

will increase the capacity of existing staffing levels to handle a greater volume of 

material because multiple items can be read at once (without handling a bar code 

scanner).  In addition, once implemented, RFID provides an excellent foundation for 

rolling out a consistent, and effective self-service program that will be popular with 

patrons and staff alike.   

 

Establishing a security system based on RFID is also much more straight-forward and 

cost effective with RFID but planning for a security system that protects material in 

the owning libraries and throughout their travels between libraries requires planning.  

It is also important to determine how much should be spent on securing material.  

This can only be done with a thoroughly evaluation of loss rate. This in turn requires 

inventorying the collection to evaluate the loss rate.  An RFID-based collection can 
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be inventoried much more easily allowing for an evaluation of WCCLS security 

requirements.  

 

Finally, WCCLS libraries are encouraged to move toward self check-in systems with 

in-library sorters. Self check-in systems, like other self-service options, are very 

popular with customers when implemented correctly.  Self check-in units with library 

sorters also do away with a considerable amount of materials handling that is really 

much better performed with automation than with humans. Automated sorting is 

faster, more accurate, and never suffers from repetitive stress injuries.  Freeing up 

staff from back room operations and moving them out into public spaces ensures that 

the library’s greatest assets are available to patrons who, increasingly, value their 

libraries for the personal attention they receive there. 

 

 





 


 


Appendix 5: RFID Implementation Estimates 
 
 
1. Cost to implement $1.1 million 


A. cost of RFID tags $540K 
a. media 528K @ $ . 45 each 
b. non-media 1M @ $ .30 


B. cost of tagging $212K 
a. labor $212K 
b. collection size 1.5 million 
c. 300 per hour with 3 check-in clerks per team 
d. 5093 hours 


C. cost of security and self-check equipment to be modified or replaced 
a. Replace security gates at: 1 set dual gates at Beaverton, Hillsboro, Shute, 


Tigard, and Tualatin $75K 
b. Convert 3M self checks $26,000 
c. Convert Polaris self checks  $3600  
d. Staff workstations (68 @ $1800): $122,400 


2. Benefits 
A. speeds up everything staff do (circ, weeding, materials handling) 
B. makes inventory much more manageable (do-able) 
C. easier for patrons using self-check systems (check-in and check-out) 


3. Drawbacks 
A. cost of tags could go down if UHF tags for library applications evolve 
B. tags may eventually come with tags applied by bookseller 
C. requires quite a bit of equipment upgrading or replacing 
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Courier Options 


 


1. Optimize sorting operation 


A. set up pigeon-hole sort system at warehouse 


i. eliminate walking around while sorting 


ii. one person sorts while another stages taskets  


B. put removable labels on outside of taskets 


i. eliminate need to pick up one or two taskets to see what’s in stack 


ii. faster sorting 


iii. easier to keep stacks arranged by destination on trucks 


iv. reduces sorting errors 


C. Sort mixed taskets at courier warehouse 


i. with optimized sort operation, mixed taskets would be sorted fastest at sort 


center (vs. libraries) 


ii. keep all routing slips and rubber bands in one place where they could be 


distributed to libraries that need them 


iii. big benefit for library staff who find handling rubber bands and routing slips 


one of the most undesirable aspects of dealing with incoming delivery  


iv. no longer be necessary to rubber band material 


 


2. Use two 26’ box trucks and run two routes 


A. optimize speed of pickups 


B. increase amount of material dropped off same day along route 


C. make it easier for drivers to move material in and out of truck (ergonomics) 


D. allow for stacks of site-specific taskets 


E. opportunities to repurpose van?  E.g. use for outreach so courier is only dealing 


with taskets 


F. Cost Savings:  at least $45,000 per year (over current costs) 


 


3. Modify routing sequences to  


A. account for two way movement of material in holds routing sequence and route 


design 


i. Cornelius, Forest Grove, Banks, North Plains route – all four should be 


among the top four on each other’s routing sequence, but Cornelius’ #1 and 


#2 is Shute Park and Main 


ii. Tigard, Tualatin, Sherwood – all three should be among the top three on 


each other’s routing sequence, but Beaverton and Cedar Mill are #1 and #2 


for Tigard, West Slope is #2 on Tualatin 


iii. Tigard is #1 for West Slope even though Beaverton is on the same route as 


West Slope and Tigard is on a different route altogether (and different 


vehicle) 


iv. Beaverton’s #1 and #2 are Cedar Mill and Bethany but Cedar Mill and 


Bethany’s #1 and #2 are each other  (#1) and then North Plains 


v. Tigard’s #1 and #2 is Beaverton and Cedar Mill but neither Beaverton or 


Cedar Mill have Tigard high on their routing sequence 
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B. allow for more on-route transfers 


i. list all libraries on the same route segment at the top of each of those 


libraries’ routing sequences  


ii. e.g. West Slope (stop #3), Garden Home (stop #2) should both have 


Beaverton (stop #1) as their preferred lender (#1 in routing sequence) to 


increase numbers of taskets that can be dropped off along the route 


 


C. reduce demand on smallest libraries 


i. keep Banks, North Plains, West Slope, and Cornelius lower on routing 


sequences so they delivery volume is driven by their patron’s activities not 


by the larger system (they don’t room or staff to handle it) 


 


D. establish primary and secondary routing groups 


i. benefits 


a. reduce distances any items travel 


b. increase reliance on libraries within a route 


c. take advantage of the natural flow (lend/return) patterns 


d. allow for leaving some material on the truck (to be delivered in 


afternoon)  


e. reduce number of presorted taskets needed at each location 


f. stop routing secured media to libraries where media would be 


unsecured 


 libraries with EM security on their media would only share 


media among other libraries with EM security systems or 


libraries that keep holds behind circ desk 


 libraries with media locking systems could only share 


media with libraries who keep holds behind circ desk 


ii. drawbacks 


a. could increase turnaround time for some items depending on 


how routing sequences are configured in Polaris 


b. might not result in as balanced lending as current system 


 


4. Leave presorts on the trucks if they are going to be delivered that afternoon 


A. some taskets are unloaded at sort center even though they will be re-loaded into 


the same truck 


B. better labeling and more space on the truck and more consistent use of 


trucks/routes/drivers would make it easier to keep track of taskets that can stay 


aboard 
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5. Increase size of courier warehouse space 


A. Benefits 


i. accommodate all vehicles at once to allow for quicker unloading and 


loading 


a. move some taskets directly from one truck to another 


b. save time by not having to move trucks in and out 


ii. keep the space more comfortable for courier staff if you can close the 


outside doors 


iii. better able to optimize sort process 


a. more room for setting up pigeon hole sort area  


b. more room for pre-assigning locations for staging taskets 


iv. positions WCCLS for the future because delivery volume is increasing 


v. creates opportunities for consolidating services (e.g. Outreach, ILL, courier) 


B. Drawbacks 


i. larger space will cost more and may not be located as optimally 
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Workflow and Ergonomic Options 


 


1. eliminate use of mixed taskets 


A. how it could be done 


i. establish some kind of standard staging system that would work even 


in small libraries and have couriers sort to appropriate taskets in trucks 


ii. sort mixed taskets at warehouse 


iii. put mixed items into bags instead of using labels 


B. benefits 


i. eliminate use of routing and slips and rubberbands which library staff 


all find problematic 


ii. save on paper and rubberband use 


iii. save time preparing outbound delivery 


iv. save time receiving delivery 


 


2. standardize processing 


A. make sure property labels are all very easy to see so it is easier to separate 


returns from holds 


B. proactively replace improperly located bar codes so that self-check machines 


work for all WCCLS material 


C. standardize on label describing what is in a set to make it easier to check 


media 


 


 


3. reduce use off volunteers in materials handling operations 


A. how heavy use of volunteers creates problems 


i. requires additional training, coordinating and supervising 


ii. requires concessions in workflow 


iii. too many people in already small spaces 


iv. shifts are short 


v. not as reliable as employees 


B. use employees or automation to speed up check-in and stage material for 


shelving 


C. use volunteers for shelving  


 


4. optimize check-in workstations 


A. make check-in desks deeper so clerk always has room to set things down/stack 


B. make check-in counters/tabletops adjustable (height) 


C. keep holds slip printer and sensitizer within reach of check-in clerk 


D. have dedicated return slots for media and have one person check media before 


handing over to check-in clerk 


E. have separate check-in area optimized for media and one optimized for books 


F. standardize how book carts are used by all check-in clerks and label book cart 


clearly 
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5. optimize backroom areas 


A. use book drop carts that can be swapped in and out so unloading can be done 


at check-in workstation or clerks can work out of bins 


B. use standard signage on book carts in backroom that indicate status and age 


C. eliminate use of sorting shelves and trains  - checkin to carts that are used for 


shelving 


i. too easy to lose track of how long things are on the shelf 


ii. takes too long to move off a book cart, onto shelf and then back onto a 


book cart for shelving 


D. keep number of people and carts in back room to a minimum 


i. can’t be efficient if everyone is bumping into one another 


ii. too many sorting carts actually slow down the process, use as few as 


possible 


E. manage workflow by designating how space is to be used 


i. mark aisles and keep them clear 


ii. designate and clearly mark areas for empty carts, sorting carts, ready 


to shelve carts, incoming taskets drop-off area, outgoing tasket staging 


area, media check area, bookdrop bins ready to check-in, and spare 


bookdrop bins 


iii. arrange spaces according to work flow 


 returns should be next to media check area should be next to 


check-in clerks should be next to  sorting carts should be next 


to ready to shelve staging area 


 e.g. don’t arrange space so that all checked in material has to 


move through sorting shelves area to get to check-in staff 


 


6. establish agreements between libraries 


A. establish service level agreements for all libraries 


i. how fast check-in of returns will be done 


ii. how fast delivery will be processed 


iii. decide when pull lists will be done and how unfound items will be 


handled 


iv. when will unclaimed holds be pulled (day 10, 11, 12?)  


v. decide which gets higher priority: shelving returns or shelving holds? 


vi. agree on how non-holdables are handled 


B. include “check-ins” in formula weighting factors for WCCLS allocations 


C. set uniform policies on unclaimed holds (fees, warning, loss of privileges) 
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Holds Options 


 


b. reduce number of days holds can wait on holds shelf before considered “unclaimed” 


A. reduce to 7 from 10 


B. saves about $12,000/year in “unused resources” see Table 17 on Preliminary 


Report 


c. force email notice if people are using holds system 


d. reduce amount of time that library can fill a hold before request moves on 


A. reduce to 1 day from 3 days 


B. recover $4200/year in “unused resources” for every day saved in truck or on 


holds shelf 


e. if item on pull list isn’t pulled that day, request should move on 


A. can be accomplished by reducing time each library has to fill a hold  


B. can be accomplished by using “ignore” option 


f. run RTF (Request-To-Fill) processing 2x a day 


A. more accurate list of what should be pulled 


B. reduces number of items pulled that have been filled as a result of returns 


triggering a hold 


g. conduct patron education program on managing holds 


A. teach them to use “inactive holds” like a wish list 


B. help patrons understand system-wide costs of abusing holds system 


h. test out turning on “local holds priority”  


A. benefit: will reduce interlibrary delivery 


B. risk: people monitoring their holds queue will complain when they get 


bumped 


i. turn on “change due date based on ratio”  


A. reduces the circ period for popular items automatically 


B. popular items will circulate faster 


C. will reduce the length of waiting lists 


 


 


Table 17: Unused Resource Costs Associated with Unclaimed Holds 


Holds Per Year 2,102,377 


Percent Unclaimed 10% 


Total Holds that expire unclaimed 210,238 


Days on shelf (10) and in transit (3) 13 


Daily value of a circulating resource
1
 $ .02 


Cost per year of unused resources unclaimed on holds shelf $54,662 


                                                 


1
 The per day value of a resource as defined in the KCLS study was used.  If the average cost of 


purchasing and getting new material into circulation at WCCLS is less than this number could be 
lower.  If the after lifetime of a book in circulation at WCCLS is longer than KCLS, then this 
number could be higher. 
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Dispensing Systems Options 


 


i. use dispensing systems for holds 


1. benefits 


a.    add self-checkout for holds 


b. add security for holds so they don’t have to shelved behind circ 


desk 


c. allow unclaimed holds to expire but leave in dispenser for 


selection by others at that pick-up location 


2. cost 


a. $18,500 ITG self-service dispenser & check out kiosk 


b. 1,000 item capacity 


3. where 


a. Cedar Mill Bethany (optimal savings $7,457 annually) 


i. possible payback period 3 years 


b. Forest Grove (optimal savings $31,244) 


i. possible paypack period less than 1 year 


 


ii. use dispensing system for holds and DVDs 


1. benefits 


a. add self-checkout for holds and  DVDs 


b. add security for holds so they don’t have to shelved behind circ 


desk 


c. allow unclaimed holds to expire but leave in dispenser for 


selection by others at that pick-up location 


2.cost 


a. $28,500 ITG unit includes two expansion units, dispenser and 


stand-alone kiosk 


b. 2,000 item capacity 


3. where 


a. Banks (optimal savings $4,932) 


i. possible payback period 6 years 


b. North Plains (optimal savings $11,764) 


i. possible payback period 3 years 
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How Costs and Savings Were Calculated for Dispensers 


 


Banks 


 


Current costs of pulling holds and handling unclaimed holds 


 


2.25 person hours (pulling)  


               + .5 person hours (unclaimed) 


                      x 304 days open per year 


                              x $13.87 per hour 


                                               = $11,595 


Costs of handling holds with holds dispenser 


 


2.25 person hours for pulling holds  


             - 30% of holds that expire (which can be left in dispenser)  


                      x 304 days open per year 


                              x $13.87 per hour 


                                               = $6,663 


 


Annual Savings at Banks                     =  $4,932 


 


 


North Plains 


 


Current costs of pulling holds and handling unclaimed holds 


 


2.19 person hours (pulling)  


               + .6 person hours (unclaimed) 


                      x 304 days open per year 


                              x $13.87 per hour 


                                               = $11,843 


Costs of handling holds with holds dispenser 


 


2.19 person hours for pulling holds  


             - 15% of holds that expire (which can be left in dispenser)  


                      x 304 days open per year 


                              x $13.87 per hour 


                                               = $7,843 


 


Annual Saving at North Plains:                    =  $3,921 
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Cedar Mill Bethany 


 


Current costs of pulling holds and handling unclaimed holds 


 


1.85 person hours (pulling)  


               + 1.25 person hours (unclaimed) 


                      x 356 days open per year 


                              x $13.87 per hour 


                                               = $15,307 


Costs of handling holds with holds dispenser 


 


1.85 person hours for pulling holds  


             - 14% of holds that expire (which can be left in dispenser)  


                      x 356 days open per year 


                              x $13.87 per hour 


                                               = $7,850 


 


Annual Savings at Cedar Mill Bethany:                   =  $7,457 


 


 


Forest Grove 


 


Current costs of pulling holds and handling unclaimed holds 


 


3.75 person hours (pulling)  


               + 7 person hours (unclaimed) 


                      x 304 days open per year 


                              x $13.87 per hour 


                                               = $45,327 


Costs of handling holds with holds dispenser 


 


3.75 person hours for pulling holds  


             - 11% of holds that expire (which can be left in dispenser)  


                      x 304 days open per year 


                              x $13.87 per hour 


                                               = $14,083 


 


Annual Savings at Forest Grove:                    =  $31,244 








Automated Check-in and Sorting Options 


 


Option One: Automated Centralized Sort and Tasket Manifesting for 
Tasket-Level Check-in at Libraries  
 


1. Cost 
a.  $400,000 
b. Support and maintenance $12,000 per year 
c. Savings:  $500,000 per year (based on staff tasket check-in costs) 
d. Savings related to holds processing and outgoing delivery not included 
e. Payback period:  less than one year  


2. Configuration 
a. Size: 35bin 


i. two discharges per library (30) 
ii. one discharge for non-library locations (5) 


b. Sort volume 
i. 9000 items daily (FY08-FY09) 


ii. staff inductions needed:  2 
c. Tasket manifesting 


i. allows for tasket level check-in at all libraries 
3. How it would work 


a. Induct material to sorter 
b. ILS connection determines location 
c. Sort output material to proper discharge location 
d. Sorter builds tasket manifest to support batch-checkin at libraries 


4. Benefits 
a. Provides for tasket checkin-in systemwide 
b. No more sorting to multiple taskets for outgoing delivery 
a. Delivery workflow much easier (ergonomically) 
b. No more presorting in libraries 
c. No more routing slips needed for anything 


5. Drawbacks 
a. No automated checkin 


i. all returns would still have to be checked in 
ii. no immediate check-in for patrons 


a. Would still have to check media 
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Automated Check-in and Sorting Options 


How Costs/Savings Were Calculated in Central Sorter Scenario 
 
Cost of Tasket Check-in Today- 


 
261 taskets per day 
       x    30 minutes per tasket (average system-wide was 36 minutes) 
              x     356 days per year 
                      x $13.87/hour 


                                             =   $644,000 per year 
 
 
 
Cost of inducting delivery taskets for all libraries so that libraries will receive taskets 
separated by Holds and Returns and can utilize tasket level batch check-in 
 


261 taskets per day 
   x    5 minutes per tasket  
                   x     356 days per year 
                          x        $13.87/hour 
                                             =  $107,395 per year 


 
 
Cost of checking in taskets at libraries using tasket level batch check-in 


261 taskets per day 
             x    2 minutes per tasket (very high estimate) 
                   x     356 days per year 
                          x        $13.87/hour 
                                             =  $42,958 per year 


 
 
Savings of tasket check-in using central sorter over current system  
 


$644,000 (current) -  $107,395 (induction at central sorter)  - $42,958 (tasket 
check in libraries) =  $493,647 


 
 
Summary of Cost Savings for Central Sorter: 
 


Savings in “returns” check-in: 0 
Total staff savings in “tasket” check-in:  $493,647 
Savings in Delivery Overhead: $0 
TOTAL SAVINGS PER YEAR (over current costs):  $493,647 
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Automated Check-in and Sorting Options 


Option Two:  Sorters and Automated Self Check-in at Every Library 
 


1. Cost  
a. $3.3 million 
b. Support and Maintenance $50,000/year 
c. Savings: at least $1.5 million per year (based on staffing costs related 


to returns and tasket check-in) 
d. Savings related to holds processing and outgoing delivery not included 
e. Pay back period: 3 years 


2. Configuration 
a. 3bin sorters with 24/7 self check-in: Banks, Cornelius, , GH, NP, West 


Slope (no staff induction) - $175,000 
b. 4 bin sorters with 24/7 self check-in and staff induction: CM-Bethany, 


FG, Sherwood, Tualatin - $220,000 
c. 7bin sorter with 24/7 self check-in and staff induction: Cedar Mill, 


Tigard - $240,000 
d. 15 bin sorter with two self 24/7 check-ins and 2 staff inductions: 


Beaverton, Hillsboro Main - $430,000 
3. How it would work 


a. Every libraries would have a sorter with at least an automated check-in 
station for induction into sorter (by public or staff) 


b. Patrons would use self check-in to return all material 
c. Incoming delivery could be inducted instead of scanned item by item 


and automatically triggering holds 
d. Returns that are ready-to-shelve would sort to one bin, Holds to another 


and everything else in the third bin   
e. Larger sorters (7 bin and 15 bin) would have separate staff induction 


stations inside workroom and more bins for additional sorting of Returns 
4. Benefits 


a. Eliminates need to handle any book returns 
b. Holds handling easier and faster 


i. automatic printing of holds slips 
ii. holds routed to dedicated discharge location(s) 


c. No more sorting to multiple taskets for delivery  
d. Incoming delivery inducted into sorter to separate holds from returns 


and to automatically print holds slips 
5. Drawbacks 


a. Still need to do sorting of delivery items either at libraries or at a central 
sort facility 


b. Minimum sorter sizes don’t allow for granular sorting (to optimize 
shelving) 


c. Still would have to check media 
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Automated Check-in and Sorting Options 


How Costs/Savings Were Calculated in Library Sorters Scenario 
 
Cost of Checking in Returns Today- 
 


238 hours spent per day on bookdrop check-in (systemwide) 
      x    356  open days per year 
            x    $13.87/hour 
                        =    $1,175,177 


 
Cost of Checking in Returns with Library Sorter- 
 


20,958 returns per day system-wide (based on number of first circs = number of 
returns) 
            x   356 open days per year 
                  x    5 secs per return (staff time needed to get item on a shelving cart) 
                          x   $13.87/hour 
                                 =    $143,729 
 


Cost of Tasket Check-in Today- 
 


261 taskets per day 
       x    30 minutes per tasket (average system-wide was 36 minutes) 
              x     356 days per year 
                      x $13.87/hour 
                                             =  $644,000 per year 


 
 
Cost of Tasket Check-in using sorter to check-in, separate holds (print hold slips), and 
ready to shelve material 
 


261 taskets per day 
             x    5 minutes per tasket  
                   x     356 days per year 
                          x        $13.87/hour 
                                             =  $107,395 per year 


 
 
Tasket Check-in with Tote Manifesting 


261 taskets per day 
             x    2 minutes per tasket (very high estimate) 
                   x     356 days per year 
                          x        $13.87/hour 
                                             =  $42,958 per year 
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Automated Check-in and Sorting Options 


 
 
 
Annual Staff Cost Savings in Checkin in Returns  
 $1,175,177  -   $143,729  =   $1,032,448 


 
 


Total annual staff savings in “tasket” check-in with library sorter:  
 $644,000    -     $107,395  =   $ 536,605 
 
Total annual staff savings in “tasket” check-in with central sorter and tote check-in:  
 $644,000     -    $42,958    =   $ 601,042 
 
 
 
Summary of Cost Savings for Library Sorters: 
 


Savings in returns check-in:  $1,032,448 
Total staff savings in tasket check-in (using sorter):  $536,605 
Savings in Delivery Overhead: $0 
TOTAL SAVINGS PER YEAR (over current costs):  $1,569,053 
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Automated Check-in and Sorting Options 


Option Three:  Two “Route Sorters” and Self Check-in at Hillsboro 
and Beaverton Only  
 


1. Cost:   
a. $1.1 million 
b. Support and Maintenance:  $20,000/year 
c. Savings:  at least $972,672 (based on staffing costs related to returns 


handling at Beaverton and Hillsboro, tasket check-in system-wide, and 
savings in delivery overhead) 


d. Savings related to holds processing and outgoing delivery not included 
e. Payback period:  2 years 


2. Configuration 
a. 23 bin (minimum) at Hillsboro servicing one delivery route  


i. Route: Hillsboro, Chute, Tuality, Cornelius, Forest Grove, 
Banks, North Plains, HQ, Outreach, Cedar Mill, Bethany, 
West Slope, Garden Home 


ii. Hillsboro returns daily: 4000 
iii. Items to induct from courier pick-up:  4500 
iv. staff inductions: 2 
v. automated check-ins for patrons: 2 
vi. two sorter discharges would be configured for each library 


on the route (one for holds, one for ready-to-shelve returns, 
and one for everything else) 


vii. three discharges would be available for in-library sorting 
a. e.g. Hillsboro adult, children media 


b.  21 bin (minimum) at Beaverton  servicing two delivery routes 
serviced by same truck/driver 


i. Route: Beaverton, Murray Scholls, OCAC, Garden Home, 
Tigard, Tualatin, Sherwood 


ii. Could add centralized Technical Services operating out of 
Beaverton to this route 


iii. Beaverton returns daily: 5,000 
iv. Items to induct for two routes daily:  4000 
v. staff inductions:  2  
vi. automated check-ins for patrons: 2 
vii. two sorter discharges would be configured for each library 


on the route (one for holds, one for ready-to-shelve returns, 
and one for everything else) 


viii. three discharges would be available for in-library sorting 
• e.g. Beaverton upstairs, downstairs, media 


3. How it would work 
a. Define primary and secondary route sequences in Polaris to keep 


material within routes as much as possible 
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i. cross-route volume  will depend on how we configure the 
primary and secondary route sequences in Polaris and how 
well this works 


ii. will also depend on how balanced each half of the 
collection is 


b. Each driver would work with one library as their central sort operation 
c. Each route would take approximately 5.5 hours 
d. Drivers would unload and assist with inducting items from taskets 


picked up on route 
e. One sorter discharge would be used for sorting out items that need to 


go to other  route  
4. Benefits to all libraries  


a. Reduces courier costs 
i. eliminates need to have a separate sort center 
ii. reduces delivery costs by $45,000 over today’s costs 


b. Allows for centralizing TS at Beaverton and supporting Outreach 
better at Hillsboro 


5. Benefits to Hillsboro and Beaverton 
a. Allows for finer sort of material  


i. three discharges always available 
ii. other discharge locations could be used when delivery 


processing was completed 
b. Would no longer have to presort outgoing material (but it would have 


to be inducted into sorter) 
c. Eliminates need to handle any book returns 
d. Holds handling easier and faster 


i. automatic printing of holds slips 
ii. holds routed to dedicated discharge location(s) 


e. Check-in staff can be repurposed to shelving and other tasks 
6. Drawbacks to Hillsboro and Beaverton 


a. Have to induct material picked up at all other locations on route 
b. Would require approximately two hours (using 2 staff inductions) to 


sort items picked up along the route  
c. Requires larger sorter than minimum necessary for that library’s 


operation 
d. Would still have to check media 


7. Benefits to other libraries 
a. Receive separate taskets of holds and returns 
b. Delivery items would be checked in at tasket level (batch)  
c. No presorting of outgoing delivery required 
d. Smaller footprint for materials handling needed (than if they had their 


own sorter) 
8. Drawbacks to other libraries 


b. No automated checkin 
iii. all returns would still have to be checked in 
iv. no immediate check-in for patrons 
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Automated Check-in and Sorting Options 


c. Would still have to check media 
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Automated Check-in and Sorting Options 


How Costs/Savings Were Calculated in Two Route Sorter Scenario 
 
Cost of Tasket Check-in Today- 


 
261 taskets per day 
       x    30 minutes per tasket (average system-wide was 36 minutes) 
              x     356 days per year 
                      x $13.87/hour 


                                             =   $644,000 per year 
 
 
 
Cost of Tasket Check-in using sorter to check-in, separate holds (print hold slips), and 
ready to shelve material at Beaverton and Hillsboro 


 
46 taskets (Beaverton) +  44 taskets (Hillsboro) per day = 90 taskets per day 
             x    5 minutes per tasket  
                   x     356 days per year 
                          x        $13.87/hour 


                                             =   $37,032 per year 
 
Cost of inducting delivery taskets for all libraries at Beaverton and Hillsboro so that 
libraries will receive taskets separated by Holds and Returns and can utilize tasket level 
batch check-in 
 


171 taskets per day 
                     x    5 minutes per tasket 
                            x     356 days per year 
                                    x        $13.87/hour 
                                              =      $70,363 per year 


 
 
Cost of tasket level batch check-in at libraries along the routes 
 


171 taskets per day 
             x    2 minutes per tasket (very high estimate) 
                   x     356 days per year 
                          x        $13.87/hour 
                                             =    $28,145 per year 


 
 
Tasket check-in savings using route sorters  
 


$644,000 (current) -  $37,032 (returns at B &H)   - $70,363 (induction) - $28,145 
(tasket batch check-in) =  $508,460 
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Automated Check-in and Sorting Options 


 
Cost of Checking in Returns Today- 
 


34 (Beaverton)  + 28.4 (Hillsboro) = 97.4 person hours spent per day on returns 
check-in daily 
         x    356  open days per year 
            x    $13.87/hour 
                        =    $480,934 


 
Cost of Checking in Returns with Library Sorter- 
 


9,000 returns per day system-wide (based on number of first circs = number of 
returns) 
            x   356 open days per year 
                  x    5 secs per return (staff time needed to get item on a shelving cart) 
                          x   $13.87/hour 
                                 =    $61,722 


 
Savings in checking-in returns with route sorters at Beaverton and Hillsboro: 


$480,934   -   $61,722   =   $419,212 
 
 
 
Summary of Cost Savings for Two Route Sorters at Hillsboro and Beaverton 
 


Savings in returns check-in at Beaverton and Hillsboro:  $419,212 
Total staff savings in batch tasket check-in with route sorters:  $508,460 
Savings in Delivery Overhead: $45,000 
TOTAL SAVINGS PER YEAR (over current costs):  $972,672 
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Automated Check-in and Sorting Options 


Option Four: Two “Route Sorters” plus Small Sorters at Libraries – 
All Libraries with Self Check-in  
 


1. Cost:   
a. Cost:  $3.5 million 
b. Annual Costs:  $50,000 
c. Savings:  at least $972,672 (based on staffing costs related to returns 


handling at Beaverton and Hillsboro and tasket check-in system-wide 
and savings in delivery overhead) 


d. Savings related to holds processing and outgoing delivery not included 
e. Payback period:  4 years 


2. Configuration  
a. 23 bin (minimum) at Hillsboro servicing one delivery route ($540,000) 


i. Route: Hillsboro, Chute, Tuality, Cornelius, Forest Grove, 
Banks, North Plains, HQ, Outreach, Cedar Mill, Bethany, 
West Slope, Garden Home 


ii. Hillsboro returns daily: 4000 
iii. Items to induct from courier pick-up:  4500 
iv. staff inductions: 2 
v. automated check-ins for patrons: 2 
vi. two sorter discharges would be configured for each library 


on the route (one for holds, one for ready-to-shelve returns, 
and one for everything else) 


vii. three discharges would be available for in-library sorting 
• e.g. Hillsboro adult, children media 


b.  21 bin (minimum) at Beaverton  servicing two delivery routes 
serviced by same truck/driver ($535,000) 


i. Route: Beaverton, Murray Scholls, OCAC, Garden Home, 
Tigard, Tualatin, Sherwood 


ii. Could add centralized Technical Services operating out of 
Beaverton to this route 


iii. Beaverton returns daily: 5,000 
iv. Items to induct for two routes daily:  4000 
v. staff inductions:  2  
vi. automated check-ins for patrons: 2 
vii. two sorter discharges would be configured for each library 


on the route (one for holds, one for ready-to-shelve returns, 
and one for everything else) 


viii. three discharges would be available for in-library sorting 
• e.g. Beaverton upstairs, downstairs, media 


c. 3bin sorters with 24/7 self check-in: Banks, CM-Bethany, Cornelius, 
FG, GH, Shute, NP, Sherwood, Tualatin, West Slope 


d. 7bin sorter with 24/7 self check-in: Cedar Mill, Tigard 
9. How it would work 


a. Define primary and secondary route sequences in Polaris to keep 
material within routes as much as possible 
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Automated Check-in and Sorting Options 


i. cross-route volume  will depend on how we configure the 
primary and secondary route sequences in Polaris and how 
well this works 


ii. will also depend on how balanced each half of the 
collection is 


b. Each driver would work with one library as their central sort operation 
c. Each route would take approximately 5.5 hours 
d. Drivers would unload and assist with inducting items from taskets 


picked up on route 
e. One sorter discharge would be used for sorting out items that need to 


go to other  route  
10. Benefits to all libraries  


a. Reduces courier costs 
i. eliminates need to have a separate sort center 
ii. reduces delivery costs by $45,000 over today’s costs 


b. Allows for centralizing TS at Beaverton and supporting Outreach 
better at Hillsboro 


c. Eliminates need to handle book returns 
d. Holds handling easier and faster 


i. automatic printing of holds slips 
ii. holds routed to dedicated discharge location(s) 


e. No more sorting to multiple taskets for delivery  
f. Incoming delivery inducted into sorter to separate holds from returns 


and to automatically print holds slips 
11. Benefits to Hillsboro and Beaverton 


a. allows for finer sort of material  
i. three discharges always available 
ii. other discharge locations could be used when delivery 


processing was completed 
12. Drawbacks to Hillsboro and Beaverton 


a. Have to induct material picked up at all other locations on route 
b. Would require approximately two hours (using 2 staff inductions) to 


sort items picked up along the route  
c. Requires larger sorter than minimum necessary for that library’s 


operation 
d. Would still have to check media for returns 


13. Drawbacks to other libraries 
a. Would still have to check media 
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Option Five: Semi-Automated Centralized Sort 
1. Cost:  $175,000 
2. How it would work 


a. remove items from taskets 
b. scan each one 


i. could be manual 
ii. could be done on a conveyor 


c. ILS connection determines location 
d. sorting options 


i. “light” tells operator where to stack or place item 
ii. conveyor takes material to a location where it is manually 


loaded into a bin or tasket 
e. sort volume 9000 items daily (FY08-FY09) 
f. tasket manifesting 


3. Benefits 
a. delivery workflow much easier without huge capital investment 
b. cheaper than sorter in every  library  
c. cheaper than totally automated solution 
d. already have a connection to ILS so wouldn’t require additional 


connectivity or SIP license 
e. could still build a manifest and provide tasket level check-in for all 


libraries 
f. libraries would not have to do any more presorting for delivery (saving 


time and space) 
g. libraries would not need to use routing slips or rubberbands 


4. Drawbacks 
a. would require more people on courier staff to help with sort  
b. finer level sort of returns probably not likely  (maybe holds separate 


from returns or media from books) 
c. printing holds slips could be tricky 


 
  
 
 
 





		Option One: Automated Centralized Sort and Tasket Manifesting for Tasket-Level Check-in at Libraries 
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		How Costs/Savings Were Calculated in Library Sorters Scenario

		Option Three:  Two “Route Sorters” and Self Check-in at Hillsboro and Beaverton Only 
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Lori Bowen Ayre 
Galecia Group 
 
 
Dear Lori, 
 
Thank you for reaching out to us for assistance with the Oregon regional library system.  Below 
is some preliminary information on a potential solution for the scale of this operation. 
 
Based on the requirements you specified for Oregon regional library system, we are proposing a 
put-to-light system. This will provide high levels of picking performance, with a reasonable 
capital budget for this size project. 
 
 
Basic Functionality and Overview 
 


1.  Items will be scanned with wireless wearable scanners 
 


 







 


2. Once the item is scanned, the destination light will designate the “put” location.  Put 
locations can be outbound totes rather than the bins depicted here. 


 


 
 


3. Item is placed in the destination location and associate will push the button on that 
location to confirm proper placement. 


 


 


 







 


4. Associate will scan the next item and repeat the process. 


 
 
Expected Results 
 
Put-to-light systems have typically improved accuracy and productivity. The actual results are 
based on operational effectiveness, training programs, supervision and motivation expertise, and 
incentives for the associates.  Many operations exceed 99.5% and sometimes 99.9% accuracy 
levels with put–to-light technology. 
 
Productivity improvements should also be significant.  Based on only 35 sort locations, we 
estimate productivity for this operation to be 710 items per man-hour. Productivity will be 
influenced how operation is managed. 
 
 
 
Operational Parameters 
 


• 10,000 items per day on single shift 
• 35 sort destinations 
• Controls interface to 1 system 
• Sort into totes for 14 libraries 
• Bar code label on totes 
• Tote content files sent to library system to enable “one-scan” tote check-in at each library 
• Productivity tracking by associate 


 
 
 
System Capabilities 
 


• Will process all work in 100% paperless environment 
• Zone mapping and work load analysis to ensure each associate is being fed an equal 


work-load 
• Will track each tote and its contents through the entire system 
• Will reports shortages through exception reporting 


 
 


Control System Parameters 
 


• State-of-the-art software that will be fully integrated to the library system 
• Modular and easy to configure 
• Supports wide range of picking hardware 
• Runs on standard PC with Windows operating system 
• Management reports, order status and modem support 







 


 
Equipment 
 
Hardware Devices Quantity 
 
MaxiPick 4D Light Stations 35  
Bay Displays 3 
Wireless scanners 3 
Printers 1 
PC (with backup) 1 
 
 
 
Preliminary Budget Estimate 
 
Total budget price………………. $175,000 
Estimated delivery…………………24 weeks 
 
Pricing estimate does not include state or local taxes, freight, electrical power feeds, permits, or 
building altercations. Freight is FOB origin collect. 
 
Pricing includes 


• Mechanical Devices and electrical controls 
• Engineering and project management 
• Complete engineered layout and installation start-up assistance 
• Mechanical non-union installation 
• Electrical non-union installation 
• 24 x 7 customer service support 


 
 


Thanks again for including us in this process.  While brief, we hope that this overview and budget 
estimate is helpful to you and your client.  Please do not hesitate to contact Barrett Distribution if 
we can be of further assistance. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


Tom Shiels 


Director of Business Development 
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March 23, 2010 
 
Ms. Lori Ayre 
Galecia Group 
 
Ref:  Lyngsoe Systems ROM Proposal (Washington County Oregon)  
 
Dear Ms. Ayre, 
 
We are pleased to provide ROM pricing and sample layouts for the SortMate Sorting system for 
Washington County Oregon Public Library System.  
 
 
System Description: 
 
This proposal for The Washington County Oregon Library System is designed to automate the sorting of library items 
to eliminate manual tasks in the circulation room, and also give the patrons a high level of service.   
 
We have provided two types of systems in this proposal with multiple options for design and utilization: 
 
PATRON CHECK IN SORTING SYSTEMS:  
 


• Automated Check in for Patrons 
o 3 Bin with one 24/7 check In ( base system) 


 Option for staff induction 
o 11 Bin with one 24/7 Check In (base system) 


 Option (A) 15 Bin Sorting System 
 Option  (B) 17 Bin Sorting System 
 Option (C) 21 Bin Sorting System 
 Option  (D) Addition of Staff Induction 
 Option (E) Additional 24/7 Check In 


 
CENTRAL SORT SORTING SYSTEMS: 
 


• Central Sorter with 21 Tote Chutes and two Staff Inductions 
o Option (A) 35 Tote Chutes 
o Option (B) 50 Tote Chutes 
o Option (C) Tote Check In Server  


  
 
 


Lyngsoe systems only allows a secure check in of one item at a time, as it is our experience that this is a major area of 
system faults and jams.  The various types of library material can never be consistently “de-shingled” and if allowed 
to induct in bulk, it significantly reduces system accuracy.  To eliminate staff activities in the circulation room, it is 
important that the sorter is accurate in excess of 99%, and Lyngsoe systems stands behind our product to these 
standards. 
 
The SortMate product is configurable, and easily expandable- if Washington County decides to add additional sort 
points in the future, a new SortMate module could be added and running in less than 3 hours- easily completed in off 
hours with no impact to your patrons and minimal to your staff. 
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Capacity: 
 
The throughput for each system is 2500 items per hour.  However this is regulated by the capacity of the LibraryMate.  
For example one library mate has average throughput of 660 items per hour and the staff induction has the average 
throughput of 1100 items per hour thus resulting in an average throughput of 1760 items per hour. This can be 
increased with the addition of induction points. Lyngsoe Systems has optimized the system controls so that items 
never stop on the sorter while other items are diverting. This allows for continuous flow from the LibraryMates, 
higher throughputs, and longer life expectancy from your sorter drive components.   
 
Chutes:  
 
Included in this proposal is the cost for the auto level trolleys at the discharge points.  These trolleys are 
extremely durable and are easily wheeled over most surfaces.  One auto level trolley holds 12.4 ft³ with a 
capacity of 250 mixed library items (or 500 CD’s or DVD’s) they are a great addition to your work room.  
They feature an auto leveling floor, with a cushioned base; it assures gentile handling of all library items.  
The auto leveling feature is spring activated, so there is NO expensive and time consuming maintenance 
required for batteries, chargers, lifting mechanisms, etc. 
 
For the Central Sorter Solution we have included the cost for the tote chute destinations. These are 
destinations specifically designed to support the branch distribution totes and incorporate chute full and 
tote manifesting functionality. These chutes can also be folded down an Ergo Trolley can be rolled into 
place for higher accumulation. 
 
Supports: 
 
Adjustable floor supports with bed splice top plate to provide a conveyor height of (36”).  
 
Finish: 
  
Lyngsoe uses a baked on powder-coat finish for all major components. The standard color is grey 
(Custom RAL colors can be supplied at an additional cost). 
 
Voltage:  
 
Standard voltage is 120-240VAC, 1 phase. 
 
Host Interface Software: 
 
Operator software that includes graphical information monitoring system activity, faults, and transfer states is 
included.  All LibraryMates include support for custom sort configurations, and can collect statistics for items that are 
return to shelf, holds, transits, and transit holds.  Statistics are also available for numbers of sorts per hour. 
 
Emergency Control Devices: 
 
One (1) emergency stop button is included per system. 
Additional Safety devices can be supplied and quoted upon customer request. 
 
Warranty:  
 
A one-year parts warranty is included on all equipment.  Further Service Agreements can be supplied and 
quoted upon request.  System issues deemed not mechanical or software related (i.e.: Vandalism, Damage 
due to neglect, or unauthorized modifications) will be subject to a service charge TBD. 
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Owner’s Responsibilities: 
 


a) Provide any necessary permits and/or licenses. 
 


b) Provide power to a location in close proximity to the sorter and coordinated points near the conveyor 
route(within 10 feet) 120-240V 1 phase and 220V 3 phase. 
 


c) Provide 2 network drops per LibraryMate or Staff Induction for communication and support. 
 


d) Provide one SIP license for each check in station 
 


e) Provide a clear path for access to and from the installation site for personnel and equipment. 
 


f) Provide secure, dry, convenient storage for equipment, tools and materials used on site.  Provide adequate 
working space for the installation crew. 
 


g) Provide lighting for installation not less than 10 foot candles as measured at the location where the work is 
to be performed. 
 


h) Provide parking and toilet facilities. 
 


i) If special lift equipment is required, Lyngsoe Systems must have access to a ramp door. 
 


j) On site security 
 


k) Areas of installation to be broom swept by other contractors prior to the start of Lyngsoe Systems 
installation. 
 


l) Provide not later than the scheduled start of installation date, the installation site free and clear and ready 
for Lyngsoe Systems to begin installation.  Lyngsoe Systems acknowledges that some degree of facility 
construction may be underway during installation.  The Purchaser acknowledges its responsibility to 
minimize possible resulting disruptions to Lyngsoe Systems’ installation process. 
 


m) Provide not later than start of installation date, all civil work and necessary removal or modifications of 
existing equipment or buildings.  For instance the building modifications required for the installation of the 
library mates in exterior or interior walls, and penetration points through walls required by the conveyor 
run. Architectural finishing of penetration points after installation of library mates if required.  
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3 Bin SortMate Sorting System 


 


 
Price 


 
 
 


• One LibraryMate 2000 24/7 Patron Return - Hybrid 
• SortMate Sorter  


o one (1) one(1) divert module 
• Three (3) Ergo Trolley Discharges 
• Five (5) Medium Ergo Trolleys 
• Control System including the SIP2 Polaris Interface 
• Training  
• Installation and Commissioning 
• Hotline 
• Parts Warranty 
• Spare Parts 


  
 


Price  = $173,482 
 
 
 


 
4 Bin SortMate Sorting System 


 with Staff Induction 
 


 
Price 


 
 
 


• One LibraryMate 2000 24/7 Patron Return - Hybris 
• One (1) Staff Induction - Hybrid 
• SortMate Sorter  


o one (1) two(2) divert  module 
• Four (4) Ergo Trolley Discharges 
• Five (5) Medium Ergo Trolleys 
• Control System including the SIP2 Polaris Interface 
• Training  
• Installation and Commissioning 
• Hot;line 
• Parts Warranty 
• Spare Parts 


  
 


Price  = $218,370 
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21 Destination SortMate Central Sort System 


 


 
Price 


 
 
 


• Two (2) Staff Induction - Hybrid 
• SortMate Sorter  


o one (1) three (3)divert module 
o two (2) four(4) divert module 


• Twenty (20) Tote Chutes 
• Two (2) Medium Ergo Trolleys 
• Control System including the SIP2 Polaris Interface 
• Training  
• Installation and Commissioning 
• Hotline 
• Parts Warranty 
• Spare Parts 


  
 


Price  = $258,258 
 
 


 
35 Destination SortMate Central Sort System 


 


 
Price 


 
 
 


• Two (2) Staff Induction - Hybrid 
• SortMate Sorter  


o one (1) two(2)divert  module 
o four (4) four(4) divert module 


• Thirty Four (34) Tote Chutes 
• Two (2) Medium Ergo Trolleys 
• Control System including the SIP2 Polaris Interface 
• Training  
• Installation and Commissioning 
• Hotline 
• Parts Warranty 
• Spare Parts 


  
 


Price  = $330,683 
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11 Bin SortMate Sorting System 


 


 
Price 


 
 


• One LibraryMate 2000 24/7 Patron Return - Hybrid 
• One (1) Staff Induction - Hybrid 
• SortMate Sorter  


o two (2) three(3)divert  module 
• Eleven (11) Ergo Trolley Discharges 
• Fifteen (15) Medium Ergo Trolleys 
• Control System including the SIP2 Polaris Interface 
• Training  
• Installation and Commissioning 
• Hotline 
• Parts Warranty 
• Spare Parts 


  
 


Price  = $261,719 
 
 
 


 
Option 1 Pricing* Price 


 
11 Bin SortMate Sorting System-  optional extras 


 
• Add Divert(2 sort locations) to SortMate Sorter 


  
 


Adder Price  = $5,875 
 
 
 
 


 
Option 2 Pricing* Price 


 
11 Bin SortMate Sorting System-  optional extras 


 
• Add one (1) LM2000 - Hybrid 
• Add one (1) 3-1 SortMate Merge Unit 


  
 


Price = $101,421 
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Option 3 Pricing* Price 
 


11 Bin SortMateSorting System-  optional extras 
 


• Add one (1) Staff Induction - Hybrid 
  


 
Price = $37,192 


 
 
 


 
Option 4 Pricing* Price 


 
SortMateSorting System-  optional extras 


 
• Additional ergo trolleys 


 
  
 


Price  = $1120/each 
 
 


 
Option 5 Pricing* Price 


 
SortMateSorting System-  optional extras 


 
• Tote Check in Server and RF Equipment 


 
  
 


Price  = $75,000 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: Price excludes any and all required building modifications which are the responsibility of the 
Building Owner.  
 
Option pricing is only valid if purchased with the main system. 
 
 
 


Sample Payment terms 
 


50% on receipt of order 
40% on shipment 
10% net 30 days 
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Late payments subject to 1-½% interest charges per month.  This proposal is based on Lyngsoe Systems’ 
standard terms and conditions. 


 
 


Sample Project Schedule 
 
 


Contract Signature/Letter of Authorization    : Receipt of PO  
Drawings Approved      : 3 weeks ARO 
Shipment        : 17 weeks ARO 
Start Installation       : 20 weeks ARO 
Installation Completed      : 22 weeks ARO 
Final Acceptance (Start of Warranty)    : 24 weeks ARO 


 
 Note: ARO stands for at receipt of order. 


 
 
This Proposal Is Valid For 90 Days: 
 
We trust the above information has met with your approval. Lyngsoe Systems has strived to meet the challenge of 
providing high quality Sorters and related equipment to an ever changing library market. 
 
 
Yours Truly, 
 
 
 
Cory McCoy 
Lyngsoe Systems, Inc. 
Library Systems North America 
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Appendix 6:  Evaluation of Sorters and Automated Self Check-in at 
Every Library 
 


1. Cost  
a. $3.3 million 
b. Support and Maintenance $50,000/year 
c. Savings: at least $1.5 million per year (based on staffing costs related 


to returns and tasket check-in) 
d. Savings related to holds processing and outgoing delivery not included 
e. Pay back period: 3 years 


2. Configuration 
a. 3bin sorters with 24/7 self check-in: Banks, Cornelius, , GH, NP, West 


Slope (no staff induction) - $175,000 
b. 4 bin sorters with 24/7 self check-in and staff induction: CM-Bethany, 


FG, Sherwood, Tualatin - $220,000 
c. 7bin sorter with 24/7 self check-in and staff induction: Cedar Mill, 


Tigard - $240,000 
d. 15 bin sorter with two self 24/7 check-ins and 2 staff inductions: 


Beaverton, Hillsboro Main - $430,000 
3. How it would work 


a. Every libraries would have a sorter with at least an automated check-in 
station for induction into sorter (by public or staff) 


b. Patrons would use self check-in to return all material 
c. Incoming delivery could be inducted instead of scanned item by item 


and automatically triggering holds 
d. Returns that are ready-to-shelve would sort to one bin, Holds to another 


and everything else in the third bin   
e. Larger sorters (7 bin and 15 bin) would have separate staff induction 


stations inside workroom and more bins for additional sorting of Returns 
4. Benefits 


a. Eliminates need to handle any book returns 
b. Holds handling easier and faster 


i. automatic printing of holds slips 
ii. holds routed to dedicated discharge location(s) 


c. No more sorting to multiple taskets for delivery  
d. Incoming delivery inducted into sorter to separate holds from returns 


and to automatically print holds slips 
5. Drawbacks 


a. Still need to do sorting of delivery items either at libraries or at a central 
sort facility 


b. Minimum sorter sizes don’t allow for granular sorting (to optimize 
shelving) 


c. Still would have to check media 
 
 







How Many More Check-ins Could Each Library Handle with an AMH 
System 
 
 Number 


Automated 
Check-ins 
for Patrons 


Number 
Staff 
Inductions 


Number 
Sort 
Discharges 


Estimated 
Cost1 


Minutes 
per Return 
Savings 
(projected) 


Minutes 
per Return 
(current) 


Additional 
Volume 
Handle-
able with 
current 
staff 


Beaverton 2 2 15 430,000 .08 .4 5x 


Cedar Mill 1 1 7 240,000 .08 .3 3.75x 


CM 


Bethany 


1 1 5 220,000 .08 .8 10x 


Cornelius 1 0 3 175,000 .05 2.9 5.8x 


Forest 


Grove 


1 1 5 220,000 .08 .6 7.5x 


Garden 


Home 


1 0 3 175,000 .05 .8 1.6x 


Hillsboro 2 2 15 430,000 .08 .5 6.25x 


Shute Park 1 1 5 220,000 .08 .5 6.25x 


North 


Plains 


1 0 3 175,000 .05 1.1 2.2x 


Sherwood 1 1 5 220,000 .08 .7 8.75x 


Tigard 1 1 7 240,000 .08 1.1 13.75x 


Tualatin 1 1 5 220,000 .08 .8 10x 


West 


Slope 


1 0 3 175,000 .05 2.8 5.6x 


 


 


                                                 
1 These are not quotes but budgetary numbers that Consultant has estimated based on Lyngsoe unit pricing.  







How Costs/Savings Were Calculated in Library Sorters Scenario 
 
Cost of Checking in Returns Today- 
 


238 hours spent per day on bookdrop check-in (systemwide) 
      x    356  open days per year 
            x    $13.87/hour 
                        =    $1,175,177 


 
Cost of Checking in Returns with Library Sorter- 
 


20,958 returns per day system-wide (based on number of first circs = number of 
returns) 
            x   356 open days per year 
                  x    5 secs per return (staff time needed to get item on a shelving cart) 
                          x   $13.87/hour 
                                 =    $143,729 
 


Cost of Tasket Check-in Today- 
 


261 taskets per day 
       x    30 minutes per tasket (average system-wide was 36 minutes) 
              x     356 days per year 
                      x $13.87/hour 
                                             =  $644,000 per year 


 
 
Cost of Tasket Check-in using sorter to check-in, separate holds (print hold slips), and 
ready to shelve material 
 


261 taskets per day 
             x    5 minutes per tasket  
                   x     356 days per year 
                          x        $13.87/hour 
                                             =  $107,395 per year 


 
 
Tasket Check-in with Tote Manifesting 


261 taskets per day 
             x    2 minutes per tasket (very high estimate) 
                   x     356 days per year 
                          x        $13.87/hour 
                                             =  $42,958 per year 


 
 
 







 
 
Annual Staff Cost Savings in Checkin in Returns  
 $1,175,177  -   $143,729  =   $1,032,448 


 
 


Total annual staff savings in “tasket” check-in with library sorter:  
 $644,000    -     $107,395  =   $ 536,605 
 
Total annual staff savings in “tasket” check-in with central sorter and tote check-in:  
 $644,000     -    $42,958    =   $ 601,042 
 
 
 
Summary of Cost Savings for Library Sorters: 
 


Savings in returns check-in:  $1,032,448 
Total staff savings in tasket check-in (using sorter):  $536,605 
Savings in Delivery Overhead: $0 
TOTAL SAVINGS PER YEAR (over current costs):  $1,569,053 


 
 
 
 





		Appendix 6:  Evaluation of Sorters and Automated Self Check-in at Every Library

		How Many More Check-ins Could Each Library Handle with an AMH System

		How Costs/Savings Were Calculated in Library Sorters Scenario
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Introduction 
 
This report provides a summary of findings related to materials handling and 
collection management at Washington County Cooperative Library Service 
(WCCLS).   
 
Lori Bowen Ayre, Principal Consultant at The Galecia Group, was hired by WCCLS 
to address the following: 
 


• Identify solutions for addressing the shortage of space in the libraries and at the 
central sort warehouse: 


o WCCLS has 59% of the square footage needed to serve the current 
population  


o staff work areas are too small for growing materials handling 
operations. 


o member libraries do not have the physical capacity to house and service 
current collections effectively  


o all but one member library built a new building within the last decade so 
the current buildings are expected to continue to serve their 
communities for the foreseeable future  


• Identify ways to reduce or eliminate activities that cause injuries associated with 
the manual materials handling workload, both repetitive motion and handling 
the weight of deliveries 


• Identify new services and/or technologies that would improve turnaround, help 
staff effectively deal with the increasing flow of material between libraries, 
and ensure County residents continue to benefit from a rich collection that is 
efficiently shared among all member libraries: 


o floating and rotating collections 
o non-holdable materials 
o automated book-drop checkin systems 
o self-service checkout 
o adding book-drops in high traffic areas away from libraries (ex: 


shopping mall or transit center) 
• Identify ways to improve central delivery and sorting operations, optimize the 


use of warehouse space, and optimize materials handling workflow at each 
library. The following technologies should be evaluated: 


o automated materials handling 
o increasing self-service options 
o adding centralized storage for member libraries 
o providing central storage of certain types of materials (ex: holiday 


books, multiple back copies of popular materials, etc.)  
o centralizing shared services (e.g. technical services) 
o optimizing manual workflows 


• Suggest approaches for gradually introducing automated materials handling 
(AMH) solutions in the libraries taking into account library volume, space 
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issues, Polaris compatibility and providing information about the range of 
automation options available from simple to complex 


• Compare the costs and benefits of RFID vs. bar code systems 
 
In order to evaluate the issues and provide recommendations, Consultant spent 
several days visiting each of the libraries, talking with neighborhood and regional 
library staff, meeting with delivery staff, technical services staff, systems staff, and 
administration.  In addition, numerous documents, charts, manuals, spreadsheets, and 
other documentation have been provided by the Library. These have all been 
reviewed by Consultant.   
 
The preliminary findings report summarizes Consultant’s perception of the critical 
factors to be addressed in the forthcoming recommendations. WCCLS and library 
staff are encouraged to review the report and provide corrections, seek additional 
information, and generally provide feedback to Consultant in order to guide the 
Consultant’s work in the next phase of the project which involves evaluating options. 
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About WCCLS 
Washington County is a suburban county located on the western edge of Portland, 
Oregon. Its boundaries extend from the City of Portland to the coast range. The 
current population is approximately 520,000 people. The County has experienced 
substantial growth over the last several years. Over half of the entire state's 
population growth in the last five years occurred in Washington County and an 
additional 400,000 residents are projected to move to the area over the next 25 years. 
 
The total collection size is over 1.3 million items and member libraries spent 
approximately $2.8 million in FY08-09 on library materials. Each library allocates, 
maintains and expends its own collection budgets as determined to meet local needs.  
 
Countywide circulation of materials topped 9.7 million in FY08-09, a 16% increase 
over the previous year. The average annual increase over the last four fiscal years has 
been 9.54%.  
      Table 1: WCCLS Statistics 


FY2008-9 
Circulation 9,708,713
Service Population 511,075
Total Expenditures $24,822,289 
Collection Size 1,528,042
Collection Expenditures $2,775,973 
Hours Per Year 36,678
Square Feet 277,566
Total FTE 303.28
Library Visits 3,855,731
    
Circ/Capita 19
Visits/Hour 105.1
SqFt/Capita 0.54
Expenditures/Capita $48.57 
Expenditures/Circ $2.56 
Expenditures/FTE $81,846.11 
Collection Exp/Capita $5.43 
Collection/Capita 3
Visits/Capita 7.54
FTE/Capita 0.001
Visits/FTE 12,713
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WCCLS estimates that approximately 75% of all circulations are first time 
checkouts1 (1st circs).  The circulation policy limits patrons to two renewals. First 
time checkouts are considerably more labor-intensive for staff since many renewals 
are performed online by patrons themselves.  Also, first circs are the transactions that 
intersect with materials handling.  A first circ may be placed on hold before it is 
checked out.  A renewal does not.  A first circ may require delivery to another 
location before check-out.  A renewal does not.  Therefore, for an analysis of material 
handling functions, we will use the first circ data in most cases, rather than “circ” 
which includes renewals.   
 
In FY08-09, 2,102,377 holds were placed. The ratio of holds per year divided by total 
first time circulations tells us what percentage of first circs had been placed on hold 
before being checked out. 
 
  Estimated Items Put on Holds  = 28.87% 
        First time circs 
 
The number of items delivered by the courier service in FY 08-09 was estimated at 
3,236,297.  This number is based on the number of taskets (totes) transported.  
WCCLS estimates that each tasket contains 35 items.  Using first time circulations 
again as our divisor, we can establish the percentage of first circs that require 
delivery. 
  
  Total items delivered   =  44.45% 
        First time circs 
 
If 44.45% require delivery, then we can expect 55.55% (the remainder) of first circs 
to be checked out from their owning library. 
 
These ratios provide a way to predict delivery volume and holds based on first circs 
but they don’t predict any relationship between holds and delivery volume. For 
example, some holds are placed for items at the home library for pick-up at the home 
library so no delivery is required. Other holds may require transport from one library 
to another so they would count as a hold and a delivery.  Also, some items moving 
through the delivery system are returned material going back to their home library.  
These items would be counted as a delivery but not a hold. 
 


                                            
1 Based on FY08-09, the exact percentage was 25.6% renewals, or 74.4% first time check-
outs (circs). 
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       Table 2: WCCLS Holds and Delivery Estimates 


FY2008-9 
Circulation 9,708,713
    
First time checkouts 
 (aka “first circs”) 7,281,535
Holds  2,102,377
Delivered items   3,236,297
 
Percent first circs that 
become deliveries 43.54%
Percent first circs that 
stay home 56.46%
Percent first circs that 
have been put on hold 28.87%


 
 
There are currently 12 WCCLS members operating fourteen physical libraries that 
offer direct library service to the residents of the county. A 15th library is scheduled to 
open in June, 2010. The 12 members plus one hospital library and small college 
library share a common Polaris Integrated Library System (ILS), which provides 
inter-library borrowing to all county residents, plus the courier system which delivers 
materials between libraries.  
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Courier 


Overview 
The WCCLS Central Courier service has a staff of five full-time and two part-time 
employees, operates 15 half-day routes servicing 20 locations with three vehicles.  
The cost of the courier service is estimated at $278,420 (not including the ILL duties 
performed by some courier staff).   
 
Delivery volume is on the rise and courier staff anticipate an increase of 17% in 
FY09-10.  Couriers run 356 days a year (9 holidays) and most locations receive 
seven-day per week service for a total of approximately 5,904 stops per year.  Forest 
Grove, Garden Home, North Plains, and West Slope do not receive deliveries on 
Sundays. Outreach also receives deliveries Monday-Saturday. Five locations receive 
deliveries on weekdays only including:  the college library (OCAC), the hospital 
library (Tuality Health), the post office, Central, and WCCLS Admin.   
 
Table 3:  FY08-09 Stats and Costs 


Stats Costs 


Items Delivered 3,236,297 Number Locations  20 


Taskets Delivered 108,185  Personnel Costs $189,203 


Stops2  5,904  Fleet Costs $49,803 


Locations3  20  Other Fixed Costs $39,414 


 Cost Per Item $ .07  


 Cost Per Tasket $2.57  


 Cost Per Stop $45.83  


 Cost per Location $13,921  


 
 
All items are transported in 14” x 20.5” x 10.5” totes (aka taskets).   All libraries 
presort some or most of their items by destination into separate taskets (presorts).  For 
the lowest volume locations, they use a separate “mixed” tasket and place routing 
slips on the items to identify their destination location. The libraries that presort to all 
locations do so in order to avoid handling routing slips.  The number of presorts a 
library does is generally dictated by the space available for staging presort taskets. 


                                            
2 Stops are calculated by multiplying the number of stops made each week (20 per weekday 
and 14 on weekends) and multiplying that number by 52 (6084).  To account for holidays, 
180 routes were subtracted (assuming the nine holidays fall on weekdays) to get 5904. 


3 Locations are calculated by counting the number of delivery locations listed on the courier 
schedule.  In some cases, these locations are in the same building but are still counted as 
separate locations. 
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Routing Slips 
WCCLS provides pre-printed routing slips which enable the sender to circle the 
destination (or put a check beside it…or both).  Generally, multiple items to the same 


location are bundled with one 
routing slip.  The routing slip is 
double rubber-banded to the 
bundle and placed in the tasket.   
 
Photo 1: Outgoing taskets at 
Tualatin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
Whether a library sends out mixed or presorted taskets doesn’t ensure they can avoid 
routing slips entirely.  Many libraries complain about the hassle and waste associated 
with unbundling items and pulling the routing slips. 
 


Photo 2: Routing slips and 
rubberbands removed from 
incoming delivery 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


Courier Fleet 
 
The three vehicles making up the fleet include a box truck with electric rear lift 
(Grumman), and a small and large van.  The vans are equipped with pull-out ramps. 
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Table 4:  WCCLS Fleet 


 Vehicle Mileage MPG 
Max Tasket 
Capacity 


Optimal 
Tasket 
Capacity 


2001 Grumman 173356 8.22 120 80


2003 Freightliner C2500 95275 21.13 60 30


2005 Dodge Sprinter 87280 20.84 90 50
 
Couriers operate 14 routes over the course of the week:  six routes per weekday (3 in 
the morning and 3 again in the afternoon), five routes on Saturdays (3 in the morning 
and 2 in the afternoon) and three routes on Sundays (two routes in the morning and 
one in the afternoon.)  Each route is generally associated with a vehicle although this 
is fairly flexible.  
 
The Grumman is generally taken to Beaverton because the lift allows the loading 
dock to be used. At Hillsboro Main, there is also a loading dock but the Grumman 
cannot be used in the space because the lift doesn’t go high enough. Therefore, the 
large van is used at Hillsboro Main where delivery volume is also very high.  This 
van is often loaded beyond its optimal capacity4.  
 
Table 5: Delivery Courier Schedule Showing Vehicle Utilization  


CURRENT SCHEDULE AT CURRENT VOLUMES 
AND ASSUMING NO PRESORTS ARE DROPPED OFF 


Weekday am 
Sprinter   C2500   Grumman   
9-Noon Totes 9-11:30 Totes 9-11:30 Totes


Tigard 30 CM-Bethany 13 Beaverton 46
Tualatin 15 Cedar Mill 34 West Slope 12
Sherwood 12 OCAC 1 Garden H. 8
     MCL (MWF)       
TOTAL  57 TOTAL 48 TOTAL   67
Capacity (optimal) 50 Capacity (optimal) 30 Capacity (optimal) 80


Weekday pm 
Sprinter   C2500   Grumman   


12:30-3pm Totes 12:30-3pm Totes 1-4pm Totes
Hillsboro Main 44 Outreach 3 Cornelius 3
Shute 19 Tuality 1 Forest Grove 15
    Central 1 Banks 4
    WCCLS Admin 1 N.Plains 3
    PO 1     


                                            
4 “Optimal capacity” is defined by the number of taskets that can be loaded onto each vehicle 
while still leaving enough room for get taskets in and out easily.  The optimal capacity for 
each vehicle has been defined by the WCCLS courier staff. 
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TOTAL  63 TOTAL 7 TOTAL 25
Capacity (Optimal) 50 Capacity (optimal) 30 Capacity (optimal) 80


Saturday am 
Sprinter   C2500   Grumman   
9-Noon Totes 9-11am Totes 9-11:30 Totes


Tigard 12 CM-Bethany 13 Beaverton 46
Tualatin 15 Cedar Mill 34 West Slope 12
Sherwood 12     Garden H. 8
TOTAL 39 TOTAL  47 TOTAL 67
Capacity (optimal) 50 Capacity (Optimal) 30 Capacity (optimal) 80


Saturday pm 
Sprinter   C2500   Grumman   
1-4pm Totes 12:30-3pm Totes 1-4pm Totes


Cornelius 3 Hillsboro Main 44 Cornelius 3
Forest Grove 15 Outreach 3 Forest Grove 15
Banks 4 Shute 19 Banks 4
N.Plains 3     N.Plains 3
TOTAL 25 TOTAL  66 TOTAL 25
Capacity (optimal) 50 Capacity (Optimal) 30 Capacity (optimal) 80


Sunday am 
Sprinter       Grumman   


11am-2pm Totes     9am-Noon Totes
Tigard 30     CM-Bethany 13
Tualatin 15     Cedar Mill 34
Sherwood 12     Beaverton 46
TOTAL  57     TOTAL 93
Capacity (Optimal) 50     Capacity (optimal) 80


Sunday pm 
    C2500       


    1pm-4pm Totes     
    Hillsboro Main 44     
    Shute 19     
    Cornelius 3     
    TOTAL 67     
    Capacity (optimal) 30     


 
The above table shows the current weekly schedule including the vehicle used on 
each route.  Next to each location is a number indicating the average number of 
taskets delivered at each location (based on per day averages derived from FY08-09 
delivery data).  In eight of the 15 routes (3 with the Sprinter, 4 with the C2500 and 
one with the Grumman), the average number of items picked up exceeds the optimal 
capacity of the vehicle used.  If the Grumman’s lift could be modified for use at 
Hillsboro Main, only five of the 15 routes would have average volumes that exceed 
the vehicle’s optimal capacity. 
 
The average number of items picked up at each location was determined by counting 
the number of items delivered at each location over the course FY08-09 and dividing 
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that volume by the number of delivery days.  WCCLS estimates that delivery and 
pick-up volumes are close enough (over the long run) to use the same numbers for 
drop-off and pick-up volume. Per courier staff, each tasket is presumed to contain 35 
items.   
 
In some cases, taskets that are picked up are delivered along the route.  This will 
reduce the numbers of items that need to be loaded into the trucks along the route.  
While these numbers are not high, it might be just enough to keep the volume of 
material being picked up at a manageable level.   
 
It is important not to overload vehicles for several reasons:   
 


1. it may be unsafe to drive the vehicle; 
2. it is difficult (ergonomically) for couriers to load and unload material; 
3. it takes more time at each stop to load and unload, and  
4. it makes it more difficult to separate out material than can be offloaded along 


the route. 
 
Couriers do not routinely track the number of presorted taskets they pick up at each 
location nor the number of items that are picked up along the route and then delivered 
the same day (without returning back to the sort center).   They do count how many 
taskets are delivered to each location.  For the purposes of this analysis, couriers did 
undertake a 15 day study in which presorts picked up and dropped off were counted.  
Using an average number of presorts picked up for each location (during the 15 day 
survey) and incorporating them into the above table, we can see that the presorts 
picked up and dropped off result in reducing the overloading issues to six of the 15 
routes (and again, three of those overloaded routes could be eliminated if the 
Grumman was used for Hillsboro Main). 
 
 
Table 6: Current Courier Schedule Showing Effect of Presort Drop-offs 


CURRENT SCHEDULE CURRENT VOLUMES  
AND ASSUMING ALL PRESORTS ARE DROPPED OFF 


Weekday am 
Sprinter   C2500   Grumman   
9-Noon Totes 9-11:30 Totes 9-11:30 Totes 


Tigard 30 CM-Bethany 13 Beaverton 46
Presorts for Tualatin -4 Presorts for CM -7 Presorts for WS -3
Presorts for Sherwood -2 Cedar Mill 34 Presorts for GH -2
Tualatin 15 OCAC 1 West Slope 12
Presorts for Sherwood -1  Presorts for GH -1
Sherwood 12    Garden H. 8
     MCL (MWF)       
TOTAL  50 TOTAL 41 TOTAL   61


Capacity (optimal) 50
Capacity 
(optimal) 30 Capacity (optimal) 80
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Weekday pm 
Sprinter   C2500   Grumman   


12:30-3pm Totes 12:30-3pm Totes 1-4pm Totes 
Hillsboro Main 44 Outreach 3 Cornelius 3
Presorts for Shute -8 Tuality 1 Presorts for FG -1
Shute 19 Central 1 Forest Grove 15
    WCCLS Admin 1 Presorts for Banks -1
    PO 1 Banks 4
        N.Plains 3
            
TOTAL  55 TOTAL 7 TOTAL 23


Capacity (Optimal) 50
Capacity 
(optimal) 30 Capacity (optimal) 80


Saturday am 
Sprinter   C2500   Grumman   
9-Noon Totes 9-11am Totes 9-11:30 Totes 


Tigard 30 CM-Bethany 13 Beaverton 46
Presorts for Tualatin -4 Presorts for CM -7 Presorts for WS -3
Presorts for Sherwood -2 Cedar Mill 34 Presorts for GH -2
Tualatin 15     West Slope 12
Presort for Sherwood -1     Presorts for GH -1
Sherwood 12     Garden Home 8
            
            
TOTAL 50 TOTAL  40 TOTAL 60


Capacity (optimal) 50
Capacity 
(Optimal) 30 Capacity (optimal) 80


Saturday pm 
Sprinter   C2500   Grumman   
1-4pm Totes 12:30-3pm Totes 1-4pm Totes 


Cornelius 3 Hillsboro Main 44 Cornelius 3
Presort for FG -1 Presorts to Shute -8 Presort to FG -1
Forest Grove 15 Outreach 3 Forest Grove 15
Presort for Banks -1 Shute 19 Presort for Banks -1
Banks 4     Banks 4
N.Plains 3     N.Plains 3
TOTAL 23 TOTAL  58 TOTAL 23


Capacity (optimal) 50
Capacity 
(Optimal) 30 Capacity (optimal) 80


Sunday am 
Sprinter       Grumman   


11am-2pm Totes     9am-Noon Totes 
Tigard 30     CM-Bethany 13
Presorts for Tualatin -4     Presorts for CM -7


Presorts for Sherwood -2     
Presorts for 
Beaverton -3


Tualatin 15     Cedar Mill 34
Presorts for Sherwood -1     Presorts for -8
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Beaverton 
Sherwood 12     Beaverton 46
TOTAL  50     TOTAL 75
Capacity (Optimal) 50     Capacity (optimal) 80


Sunday pm 
    C2500       


    1pm-4pm Totes     
    Hillsboro Main 44     
    Presorts to  Shute -8     
    Shute 19     
    Cornelius 3     
    TOTAL 59     


    
Capacity 
(optimal) 30     


 


Loading and Unloading at Libraries 
Couriers do not generally keep track of the time it takes to get from location to 
location nor the time required making deliveries inside each library.  However, in 
order to capture a snapshot of these times, drivers tracked their times on most 
weekday runs during three weeks in December, 2009.  The time spent at each library 
was correlated against the delivery volume over the same period.  This anecdotal 
information could provide insight into access issues at each library, vehicle issues, the 
effect of volume on delivery time and possibly other issues at play. 
 
The following general conclusions can be drawn from the data collected during the 
survey period: 
 


1. Deliveries with the Grumman are slowest except to Beaverton where they are 
almost twice as fast as any other location 


2. On average, deliveries take almost 1 minute per tasket 
3. There’s no difference in speed between the two vans 


 
Table 7: Vehicle Selection and Deliveries into Libraries 


Minutes Per Tasket  
Library Grumman Sprinter  C2500  


Banks .68    


Beaverton .28    


Cedar Mill   .46  


Cedar Mill-Bethany   .70  


Cornelius 1.95    
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Forest Grove  .93    


Garden Home 1.04    


Hillsboro Main  .57    


Hillsboro –Shute  .57    


Tigard  .54   


Tualatin  .52   


Sherwood  .81   


West Slope  .99    


AVG 1.25   .60   .58  


Overall AVG    .93 
 
 


Sorting 
The sort center is a long narrow space just wide enough for one truck to back in at a 
time while leaving some room along the walls for stacking taskets.   Spaces along the 
side walls are marked with names of each delivery destination.  The length of the wall 
is 35-40 feet long leaving enough room to stack multiple taskets for each location:  10 
locations along one wall and 10 along the opposite wall. 


 


 
Photo 3: Taskets stacked 
along wall in sort center 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


After the morning and afternoon routes, drivers return to the sort center to unload 
trucks, sort material and load trucks again.  Because only one truck can fit in the sort 
center at a time, the trucks sometimes have to be moved out of the way before a 
second courier can begin unloading his or her truck.  Sometimes, rather than waiting, 
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the driver unloads their vehicle even if they haven’t been able to pull all the way 
inside the sort center because another truck is already there. 
 
Courier staff estimate that 75% of all taskets picked up are presorted. Presorted 
taskets do not require sorting.  Library staff place a 8.5 x 11 laminated sheet of paper 
with the name of the destination location inside the tasket, on the top of the material.  
Presorted taskets can be unloaded from the trucks and moved directly to a designated 
area inside the sort center associated with their target destination.   
 
When a stack of five or six taskets all go to the same destination, they can be moved 
to the appropriate area with a hand truck; however, it is often necessary for sorters to 
lift up a tasket or two to verify that the entire stack is for the same location since the 
labels are located inside the tasket rather than outside where they would be visible 
without lifting. 
 
In some cases, presorted taskets are removed from the trucks even if they will be re-
loaded right back into the same truck.  For example, during the afternoon Cornelius-
North Plains run, at least 5 taskets for Beaverton were picked up along the way.  The 
next morning, the same vehicle would be used for the Beaverton run. 
 
Mixed taskets (containing a mix of material for several destinations) have to be sorted 
into their own taskets by courier staff.  Unsorted material is labeled with a routing slip 
that is rubber banded to one or more items.  To prepare outgoing material, library 
staff circle and/or check the name of the destination location on the preprinted slip, 
attach the slip to the item and place it in a mix tasket.  The routing slip has a “From: “ 
location on it that is used by most libraries.  Some libraries handwrite their location 
while others print their own forms with their library name preprinted in this space.   
 
Most of the items in mixed taskets are bundled with at least one other item.  In many 
cases, two rubber bands are placed around the bundle. 
 
At the sort center, couriers place all mix taskets in the same area located at one end of 
sort center in the center of the spaces set aside for each destination. Everyone 
involved with sorting grabs a few bundles from the mix taskets and places them in the 
appropriate taskets along the wall.  Everyone in the sort center participates in the sort 
process until all the mix taskets have been emptied. 
 
Courier staff estimate that 3.5 to 4 person-hours per day are spent sorting material. If 
we use 3.75 hours (as an average) and multiply that by 356 days, we get 1,335 person 
hours per year spent on sorting 25% of the  3,236,297 items that do not arrive in a 
presorted tasket for a sort speed of 606 pieces per person-hour (PPH).  If we assume 
each item is bundled with at least one other item, sort speed drops to 303 PPH.  
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Table 8: Sorting Speed 


  FY08-09 


 Sort Speed 
(piece per 
person-hour) 


Items delivered 3,236,297  


Approximate items per tasket 35  


Average # items per bundle  2  


Person hours / day sorting 3.75  


Person hours / year sorting 1,335  
Percent taskets that are 
presorted 75%  


Items requiring sorting 809,074 606 


Bundles requiring sorting 404,537 303 
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Library Outlets 
When evaluating materials handling issues, it is important to understand the 
individual challenges facing each library outlet.  Some libraries are very large and 
busy and being crushed by the volume of material moving around the system.  Other 
libraries are very small yet still can’t handle their relatively small volume because of 
the tiny spaces in which they are working.  WCCLS is composed of 16 library outlets.  
Two of these outlets are special libraries (OCAC and Tuality Health) and they do not 
have nearly as much walk-in traffic or the collection size as the other member 
libraries. Two of the member libraries have branches.  Shute Park is a branch of the 
Hillsboro Public Library.  Bethany is a branch of the Cedar Mill Community Library.  
 


Library Statistics 
 
The largest and busiest library in the system is Beaverton City Library. The second 
largest library in square footage is Tigard Public Library.  However, Tigard isn’t as 
busy as Cedar Mill or Hillsboro Main. Cedar Mill has the highest circulation per 
capita number in the system (along with Garden Home) and the second highest 
number of visits per hour. Hillsboro Main has the second highest ‘first circs per hour’ 
yet is among the lowest ranked libraries in square foot per capita. 
  
Table 9: Largest and Busiest Member Public Libraries in WCCLS5 


FY08-09 Beaverton Tigard Cedar Mill Hill-Main 


Circulation 2,319,519 1,308,239 1,493,531 1,701,748 


1st Circs (75%) 1,739,639 981,179 1,120,148 1,276,311 


Service Population 118,782 65,945 50,000 105,363 


Total Expenditures $6,247,184 $3,547,103 $2,650,358 $4,378,162 


Collection Size 335,284 201,502 214,969 204,321 


Coll. Expenditures $723,952 $522,461 $229,189 $468,946 


Hours Per Year 3,102 3,426 3,074 3,206 


Square Feet 67,000 48,430 24,368 38,000 


Total FTE 53.95 41.5 41.2 51 


Library Visits 748,035 503,522 522,323 483,851 


                                            
5 Key to color codes (these codes apply to public libraries only): 


Highest in WCCLS Higher than most 
in WCCLS 


Lower than most 
in WCCLS 


Lowest in WCCLS 
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FY08-09 Beaverton Tigard Cedar Mill Hill-Main 


People and Space 


Circ/Capita 20 20 30 16 


Visits/Capita 6.3 7.64 10.45 4.59 


Circ/SqFt 35 27 61 45 


SqFt/Capita 0.56 0.73 0.49 0.36 


How Busy 


1st Circ/Hour 560.81 286.39 364.39 398.1 


Visits/Hour 241.1 147 169.9 150.9 


Expenditures 


Expenditures/Capita $52.59 $53.79 $53.01 $41.55 


Expenditures/Circ $2.69 $2.71 $1.77 $2.57 


Expenditures/FTE $115,796 $85,472 $64,329 $85,846 


Collection Exp/Capita $6.09 $7.92 $4.58 $4.45 


Items/Capita 2.82 3.06 4.3 1.94 


FTE/Capita 0.0005 0.0006 0.0008 0.0005 


Visits/FTE 13,865 12,133 12,678 9,487 


 
In terms of expenditures, Beaverton and Tigard spend more money on collections 
(per capita) than most WCCLS libraries whereas Cedar Mill and Hillsboro-Main 
spend less than most.  Beaverton and Hillsboro-Main also have fewer items (per 
capita) than most.  Hillsboro-Main has the fewest visits per FTE of any library in the 
system. 
 
The smallest and least busy public library in the system by most measures is North 
Plains; however, it has the highest ‘items per capita’ in the system and a very high 
‘square foot per capita.’  Garden Home is small in square feet and has a small 
collection, but it has the highest number of circs per capita of any library in the 
system (along with Cedar Mill).  It also has the second highest visits/capita and has 
the highest FTE/capita.   
 
Banks is second only to North Plans for being the smallest library with the lowest 
circulation and smallest collection and low circ/capita and visits/capita.  Cornelius has 
a larger service population than the other three small libraries which probably 
explains all its low “per capita” numbers.  
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Table 10: Smallest Member Public Libraries in WCCLS6 
FY08-09 Banks Cornelius Garden Home North Plains 


Circulation 56,293 68,029 193,735 38,126 


1st Circs (75%) 42,220 51,022 145,301 28,595 


Service Population 5,103 12,731 6,385 3,052 


Total Expenditures $183,040 $292,333 $268,863 $87,897 


Collection Size 35,672 29,632 27,610 21,856 


Coll. Expenditures $14,692 $25,574 $31,885 $4,923 


Hours Per Year 1,789 2,307 2,850 1,769 


Square Feet 3,000 3,025 1,860 2,500 


Total FTE 2.65 4.12 5.5 1.43 


Library Visits 26,311 47,072 88,656 24,556 


People and Space 


Circ/Capita 11 5 30 12 


Visits/Capita 5.16 3.7 13.89 8.05 


Circ/SqFt 19 22 104 15 


SqFt/Capita 0.59 0.24 0.29 0.82 


How Busy 


1st Circ/Hour 23.6 22.12 50.98 16.16 


Visits/Hour 14.7 20.4 31.1 13.9 


Expenditures 


Expenditures/Capita $35.87 $22.96 $42.11 $28.80 


Expenditures/Circ $3.25 $4.30 $1.39 $2.31 


Expenditures/FTE $69,072 $70,955 $48,884 $61,466 


Collection Exp/Capita $2.88 $2.01 $4.99 $1.61 


Items/Capita 6.99 2.33 4.32 7.16 


FTE/Capita 0.0005 0.0003 0.0009 0.0005 


Visits/FTE 9,929 11,425 16,119 17,172 


                                            
6 Key to color codes (these codes apply to public libraries only): 


Highest in WCCLS Higher than most 
in WCCLS 


Lower than most 
in WCCLS 


Lowest in WCCLS 
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With some exceptions, the rest of the public libraries fall somewhere in the middle.  
Tualatin has more visits per capita than most WCCLS libraries except West Slope, 
which has more than anyone.  Tualatin has more space for their patrons than any 
(square feet per capita) and also spends more than most on their collections 
(collection expense per capita).  Hillsboro-Shute Park spends more than any of the 
other WCCLS libraries (per capita, per circ and per FTE) and also spends the most 
per capita on collections.  In contrast, Cedar Mill-Bethany spends the least in each of 
these categories (except collections expenditure per capita where they are just lower 
than most).   
Table 11: Mid-size Public Libraries in WCCLS7 


FY08-09 
CM-
Bethany 


Forest 
Grove 


Hillsboro-
Shute 
Park Sherwood Tualatin 


West 
Slope 


Circulation 477,209 326,263 473,331 335,226 606,734 310,730 
1st Circs  357,907 244,697 354,998 251,420 455,051 233,048 


Service Pop. 18,266 28,664 28,271 19,873 25,434 11,843 


Total  Exp. $338,234 $889,483 $2,966,666 $906,217 $1,466,161  $550,227 


Coll. Size 30,205 108,845 111,991 50,339 96,020 62,815 


Coll. Exp. $67,722 $95,970 $236,426 $92,575 $203,195  $68,192  


Hrs Per Yr 3,074 2,560 2,604 2,973 3,250 2,694 


Square Feet 4,641 24,700 15,000 14,400 23,000 6,142 


Total FTE 7.6 11.8 23 8.45 17.5 7.25 


Library Visits 174,300 185,897 251,455 259,337 321,602 218,814 


People and Space 


Circ/Capita 26 11 17 17 24 26 


Visits/Capita 9.54 6.49 8.89 13.05 12.64 18.48 


Circ/SqFt 103 13 32 23 26 51 


SqFt/Capita 0.25 0.86 0.53 0.72 0.9 0.52 


How Busy 


1st Circ/Hour 116.43 95.58 136.33 84.57 140.02 86.51 


                                            
7 Key to color codes (these codes apply to public libraries only): 


Highest in WCCLS Higher than most 
in WCCLS 


Lower than most 
in WCCLS 


Lowest in WCCLS 
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FY08-09 
CM-
Bethany 


Forest 
Grove 


Hillsboro-
Shute 
Park Sherwood Tualatin 


West 
Slope 


Visits/Hour 56.7 72.6 96.6 87.2 99 81.2 


Expenditures 


Exp/Capita $18.52 $31.03 $104.94 $45.60 $57.65  $46.46  


Exp/Circ $0.71 $2.73 $6.27 $2.70 $2.42  $1.77  


Exp/FTE $44,504 $75,380 $128,985 $107,245 $83,781  $75,893  


Coll. 
Exp/Capita $3.71 $3.35 $8.36 $4.66 $7.99  $5.76  


Items/Capita 1.65 3.8 3.96 2.53 3.78 5.3 


FTE/Capita 0.0004 0.0004 0.0008 0.0004 0.0007 0.0006 


Visits/FTE 22,934 15,754 10,933 30,691 18,377  30,181  
 
 


Tasket Check-in Speed 
In FY08-09, couriers estimate that 3,170,517 items were delivered to the library 
outlets (and another 65,780 to other departments).  Based on the number of days each 
library outlet receives a courier delivery, and assuming an average of 35 items per 
tasket, we can estimate the average number of taskets received at each outlet per day. 
 
Each library was asked to provide the person-hours required to unpack and process 
each day’s delivery (not including shelving).  Based on the numbers provided and 
using the average taskets received per day, we can estimate how many minutes per 
tasket each library takes to perform tasket check-in8.    
 
While this survey was very informal and anecdotal, it is useful to note that the busiest 
libraries seem to have the most efficient tasket processing procedure in place.  For 
example, Beaverton reports taking only 12 minutes per tasket to process delivery, 
whereas Cornelius reports the same set of tasks take 108 minutes.  Since Cornelius 
has much lower delivery volume to contend with and fewer visits/capita and 
circulations/capita than almost all the other libraries, whereas Beaverton ranks 
number one in these same statistics, greater efficiency could partially be simply a 
function of necessity. 
 


                                            
8 Tasket check-in was called “Unpack Incoming Taskets” on a survey that each library was 
asked to complete.  The survey stated that unpacking includes: sensitize items, check items 
for multiple parts, and check-in (Place items on sorting shelves or trucks, process items to fill 
holds at that location, and prepare items to send to another library.)  Each library reported 
how many person-hours were spent performing these tasks. 
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Another way to look at processing speed is in relation to available work space, how 
well it has been optimized, and how media is handled (see Table 12 below).  The first 
essential ingredient to being efficient is having enough space to work.  When tasket 
check-in is performed at the service desk, it cannot be efficient.  Besides the 
“distractions” associated with patrons, the space constraints are significant.  The 
service desktop doesn’t generally have enough unclaimed space to allow for staging 
material.  Printers and sensitizers are not necessarily in the optimal location on the 
desk and there isn’t enough room to arrange book carts within reach for organizing 
checked in material.  Each of the smallest libraries process taskets at the service desks 
(Banks, Cornelius, Garden Home, North Plains.) 
 
Even when tasket check-in is performed in a backroom, if there isn’t enough space to 
arrange the desktop and carts, it will ensure that the process is slower than ideal.  
West Slope, Sherwood, Bethany, and Shute Park all provide one or more designated 
check-in stations but because of space constraints, these work areas are not optimized.  
At Shute Park, one of the check-in clerks also answers the phone, and none of the 
check-in clerks have a sensitizer so material has to be carried from one place to 
another for that step.   
 
At West Slope, the check-in station is in a high traffic area without enough room to 
place carts as well as stage material to be checked-in. There is virtually no desktop 
area available for staging or stacking any material.  At Sherwood, there is so little 
space around the check-in stations that access between the check-in workers and 
outgoing taskets is completely blocked.  One of the walkways to the front of the 
library is also blocked during tasket and bookdrop check-in.  At Bethany, the 
desktops have just enough space for monitors, keyboards and printers.  There isn’t 
enough room for stacking anything.  Forest Grove is an area with enough space to 
optimize but the desktop is so narrow that the person checking in material doesn’t 
have very much space to stack material. 
 
DVD locks are an effective way to slow down all materials handling operations.  
Most libraries using DVD locks spend more time on tasket check-in than those that 
don’t.  Some libraries place the media in binders instead of using locks: this is even 
slower (Banks, North Plains.) Security of books doesn’t necessarily slow down tasket 
check-in but the sensitizer must be within easy reach of the people checking in 
material like it is at Beaverton, Tigard, and Tualatin. 
Photo 4: Check-in stations at Beaverton (left), Tigard, and Tualatin (right) 
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Table 12: Tasket Check-in Times, Workspaces and A-V Handling 


 Library 
 


Dedicated 
Checkin 
Area in 
Backroom? 


Space 
Adequate? 


Optimized 
Space for 
Task? 


Separate 
A-V 
Checkin? 


Minutes per tasket 
(ordered by this 
column) 


Beaverton Yes Yes Yes Yes 12 
Work area is defined and optimized with enough space for stacking, printing, keyboarding, 
sensitizing. Taskets are emptied to book carts (one for A-V goes to dedicated media check-in 
station), items filling holds are stacked on table, local returns put on book cart and taken to 
book check-in stations. After check-in, books are stacked on counter and then filed onto 12-14 
shelving carts spread around back room. EM9 security only. 


Tigard Yes Yes Yes Yes 18 
Work area is defined and optimized with enough space for stacking, printing, keyboarding, 
sensitizing. A-V items pulled from taskets and verified at special workstation. Separate check-in 
areas optimized for books – work out of bookdrop bins. Media check-in area optimized for 
working out of book carts. After check-in, items are placed on carts then moved to 16 shelving 
carts efficiently arranged and clearly labeled in back room. Some media are separated from 
cases/DVD locks plus EM security. 


Tualatin Yes Yes Yes No 18 
Work area is defined and optimized with enough space for stacking, printing, keyboarding, 
sensitizing. Tasket and bookdrop check-in area is shared.  Work directly out of taskets. 
Checked in items placed on carts and then moved to 15 shelving carts behind the service desk. 
EM security and some media locks. 
Sherwood Yes No No Yes 24 
Narrow check-in area is too small to optimize. Desktop surface too narrow.  Book carts block 
walkway. A-V is separated from taskets for check-in at front desk. Books are checked-in in 
narrow backroom space and placed on carts. Returns are filed onto 5 banks of sorting shelves 
after check-in and holds are taken to front for shelving there.  No security 
Hillsboro -


Shute Yes No No No 24 


Area is crowded and not enough surface area to allow for stacking, sensitizing and dealing with 
A-V; one check-in person answers phone; sensitizer at another desk.  Items are checked-in 
directly from taskets (or sometimes stacked first), holds triggered, media checked.  After check-
in, items are placed on a cart then filed onto 12 shelving carts arranged in center of backroom 
(and sometimes on shelves).   DVDs require locking, plus EM security. 


Forest 
Grove Yes Yes No No 24 


Spacious area for check-in although desk is narrow. When possible, someone pulls holds from 
taskets to process first.  Items scanned, media checked, holds placed on special cart.  Returns 
get filed onto 4 banks of sorting shelves after check-in. DVDs require locking, no EM security. 


                                            
9 EM security refers to an electro-magnetic security system that requires sensitizing each 
item at check-in, and desensitizing it at check-out.  The security gates at the entrance trigger 
an alarm when sensitized material is carried through the gates. 
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 Library 
 


Dedicated 
Checkin 
Area in 
Backroom? 


Space 
Adequate? 


Optimized 
Space for 
Task? 


Separate 
A-V 
Checkin? 


Minutes per tasket 
(ordered by this 
column) 


Cedar Mill Yes Yes No No 30 
Tasket check-in stations are optimized but area is very crowded with too many people moving 
in multiple directions. Check-in done directly from taskets, media checked, holds triggered. 
After check-in, items are placed on carts (returns, holds). Another person (off-loader) takes 
carts and places returns on 12-14 shelving carts (aka train) and puts holds on shelf. No 
security. 


Garden 
Home No No No No 30 


Taskets processed at service desk. Holds stacked on desk then moved to holds shelf behind 
service desk.  Returns checked-in and placed on shelving cart. No security. 
Hillsboro 


Main Yes Yes Yes Yes 36 


Area is defined and optimized. As items are removed from taskets, they are desensitized and 
given to appropriate check-in person. Separate workstations for A-V and books.  A-V person 
checks media (sometimes a “C+” [floater] does this for check-in person). Once checked in, 
items are moved by “C+” to 22 shelving carts which are clearly labeled. DVDs require locking 
plus EM security. 


North 
Plains No No No No 36 


Taskets processed at service desk where holds are triggered, media is checked and then 
removed.  Checked in items and A-V cases are placed on shelving cart behind desk. Media is 
filed in binder.  No security. 


Banks No No No No 42 
Taskets processed at service desk where holds are triggered, media is checked and then 
removed. Checked-in items are placed on shelving cart behind desk, around desk, and under 
desk.  No security, media is placed in binder.   


West 
Slope Yes No No No 48 


Small area in the back is narrow, awkward and crowded.  Check-in is done directly from 
taskets, media checked and holds triggered.  After check-in, items are placed on shelving cart. 
No security. 


CM- 
Bethany Yes Yes No No 60 


Area in the back is small with just enough room. Check-in is done directly from taskets, media 
checked and holds triggered.  After check-in, items are placed on cart then moved to 3 shelving 
carts. No security. 
Cornelius No No No No 108 


Taskets processed at service desk where holds are triggered, media is checked.  Checked in 
items are placed on shelving cart behind desk.  DVDs require locking, no EM security. 


 


Bookdrop Check-in Speed 
 
In FY08-09, 9.7 million items circulated through the WCCLS system.  Over 7.2 
million of these were first circs. For each first circ, there is a return.  The return may 
not be to the same library that owns it or from the same library from which it was 
checked out, but there is a one-to-one correspondence of first time circs and returns.  
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Returns can be made to an internal bookdrop, external bookdrop, drive-up bookdrop 
or to the service desk.  Most libraries provide multiple book return options.  Some 
libraries provide separate return slots for A-V and books.  In order to evaluate the 
effect of these various return configurations on materials handling, we compare the 
efficiency of each library’s returns check-in operation taking into consideration the 
following factors: bookdrop bin size and manageability, whether bookdrop material 
drops directly into the back room, whether bins need to be unloaded or can be 
swapped out with empties, and how far away the bookdrops are. As in tasket check-
in, whether the check-in stations are optimized will have an effect as will the security 
and A-V handling requirements. 
 
To estimate how many returns each library processes per day, we will assume they 
have as many returns per year as first circs.  To get an average number of returns per 
day, we divide that number by the number of days each library is open. For example, 
Beaverton is open 356 days per year (7 days a week minus 9 holidays).  It had 1.7 
million first circs in FY08-09 for an average of 4,887 returns per day.  Banks on the 
other hand is not open Sundays so we assume 304 open days (365 minus 52 for all 
Sundays minus 9 for holidays).  Banks had 42,220 first circs in FY08-09 or 139 
returns per day. 
 
To determine a per-return check-in speed for each library, we asked each library to 
estimate the number of person-hours spent per day on checking in returns.  Staff were 
instructed to include the following steps:  empty bin or move books to workroom, 
sensitize items [if this applies], check-in, put in security case [if this applies], put 
items that belong to that location on a sorting shelf or truck, process items to fill holds 
at that location, prepare to send to another library, process items to fill holds at 
another library). 
 
One important factor unique to bookdrop processing is whether the bookdrop empties 
into the back room.  The two fastest libraries (in terms of processing returns) have no 
stand-alone or drive-up bookdrops to empty.  All bookdrops empty directly into the 
back room.  Both Beaverton and Cedar Mill spend, on average, .3 and .4 minutes per 
return.  Even though Cedar Mill-Bethany has the same bookdrop configuration, it 
reported a higher time at .8 minutes per item. 
 
As with tasket check-in, optimized workspaces for the people doing the actual check-
in (scanning, triggering holds, sensitizing item where applicable, and checking media) 
make a big difference in how fast bookdrop check-in goes.  All of the libraries that 
spend more than .5 minutes per check-in have un-optimized check-in areas (too 
crowded, desks too narrow, sensitizers not handy, etc), with the exception of Tigard 
and Tualatin.   
 
The likely explanation for the slower bookdrop returns reported at Tigard is the fact 
that they have seven bookdrops – none of which empty into the back room.  All of 
them have to be emptied or the bins wheeled into the back room for processing.  At 
Tualatin, one of the bookdrops is at a grocery store.  Retrieving material three times 
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per week from the grocery store bookdrop bin likely brings down their overall 
average time. 
 
The two Hillsboro libraries report very fast bookdrop check-in times at .5 
minutes/item despite the fact that Hillsboro-Shute Park has a stand-alone bookdrop 
that must be emptied and have both EM security plus DVD locks to contend with. In 
addition, the backroom space is not optimized at Hillsboro-Shute Park to the extent it 
is at Hillsboro Main. 
 
Whether bookdrops provide separate A-V and book slots doesn’t appear to make a 
big difference.  This is probably because the process of removing items from bins has 
to occur anyway, and the person performing this task can easily place A-V items on 
one book cart and books on another. 
 
Table 13: Bookdrop Check-in Times, Bins, and Workspaces  


 Library 
 


Appropriate 
bins? 


A-V in 
separate 
bin? 


Optimized 
Space for 
Task? 


All in 
convenient 
location(s)? Minutes Per Return 


Beaverton  Yes Yes Yes  Yes .4 
Separate bookdrops for A-V and books.  External bookdrop bins must be emptied every 45 
minutes and organized frequently between emptying. Internal bookdrops (to three bins) just 
outside work room.  Bins are very large yet easy to move. Emptying includes removing from bin 
and placing on sorting table. A-V go to one check-in station and books to another.  Another 
workstation set up for sets and things needing checking. Check-in areas are defined and 
optimized with enough space for stacking, printing, keyboarding, sensitizing. After check-in, 
books are stacked on counter and then filed onto 12-14 shelving carts spread around back 
room. EM security only. 
Cedar Mill Yes Yes No Yes .3  
Outside bookdrops on front of building (A-V, books) empty to workroom into big bins. Counter 
to left of entrance also used as bookdrop; check-in person sits at counter to check-in returns, 
check media, trigger holds then puts checked in material on one of three carts. Another person 
(off-loader) takes carts from bookdrop check-in clerks and places contents on 12-14 shelving 
carts and hold shelf. No security. 
Hillsboro 


Main Yes Yes Yes No .5  


Three bookdrops outside and two inside but all empty into easy to move, large bins inside 
workroom. Books and DVDs in separate slots. Check-in areas are defined and optimized. Clerk 
pulls items from bookdrops, sensitizes (sometimes check media) and places on check-in desk.  
Check-in staff scan, check media, trigger holds and place on cart.  Page takes full cart of 
checked-in material and rough sorts to 22 shelving carts.  DVDs require locking plus EM 
security. 
Hillsboro -


Shute Yes No No No .5  


Drive-up, stand-alone bookdrop outdoors (one slot) and single slot indoor bookdrop (drops into 
red bin in backroom). Sensitizer next to red bin. After removing from red bin, items are 
sensitized and placed on book cart. Bins emptied every 2 hours. Backroom is crowded and not 
enough surface area to allow for stacking, sensitizing and dealing with A-V at check-in stations.  
Bookdrop items checked in from book cart (bins wouldn’t fit in space), holds triggered, media 
checked.  After check-in, items are placed on a cart then filed onto 12 shelving carts arranged 
in center of backroom (and sometimes on shelves).   DVDs require locking plus EM security. 
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 Library 
 


Appropriate 
bins? 


A-V in 
separate 
bin? 


Optimized 
Space for 
Task? 


All in 
convenient 
location(s)? Minutes Per Return 


Forest 
Grove Yes Yes No No .6  


Drive-up book drop (A-V, Book slots) on road.  Swap with empty 3x a day. Another bookdrop 
(single slot) on other side of building with parking lot access.  Bin emptied to cart and brought 
to back room for check-in. Work out of bookdrop cart, scan, check media, trigger holds and put 
on returns or outgoing cart.  Narrow desktop. Returns get filed onto 4 banks of sorting shelves 
after check-in. DVDs require locking, no EM security. 
Sherwood No No No No .7  
Bookdrop (2 unlabelled slots) inside entrance empties into very large bins inside backroom. 
Another two “return” slots on other side of building labeled “returns” empty to very large bins in 
big closet.  Also a drive up bookdrop (single slot).  Bins changed 4x daily.  Bins are too big for 
space so very difficult to move. Narrow check-in area is too small to optimize. Desktop surface 
too narrow.  Check-in done out of bins (which blocks access to front of library) and placed on 
carts. Returns are filed onto 5 banks of sorting shelves after check-in and holds are taken to 
front for shelving there.  No security 


Tualatin Yes Yes Yes No .8 
External book drop has separate bins for media, children.  Internal book drop has separate bins 
for adult media, children’s media, adult and children; empty to backroom. Bins are easy to 
move and fit space. Also a bookdrop at grocery (empty 3x per week using taskets and dolly). 
Check-in area is defined and optimized with enough space for stacking, printing, keyboarding, 
sensitizing. Work directly out of bins. Checked in items placed on carts and then moved to 15 
shelving carts behind the service desk.  Some media locked plus EM security. 


CM- 
Bethany Yes Yes No Yes .8  


Two bookdrop slots (Book, A-V) inside front door empty to large bins in back room. One single 
external “return” empties to another large bin in back room (closed during the day). Check-in 
station next to bins.  Items pulled from bins, media checked and holds triggered.  After check-
in, items are placed on cart then moved to 3 shelving carts or taskets. No security. 


Garden 
Home Yes No No No .8  


Three bookdrops (one in service desk, one by back door of building, and one outside in front).  
Outside bookdrops emptied hourly; desk bookdrop emptied throughout the day.  Checkin done 
at service desk.  Checked in items put on cart, holds stacked on desk then moved to holds 
shelf behind service desk. No security. 


Tigard Yes Yes Yes No 1.1 
One stand-alone bookdrop in front. Four drive-up bookdrops in driveway (2 for A-V, 2 for 
books). Two internal bookdrops at welcome desk (1 for A-V, 1 for books). Bookdrop bins of 
various sizes. Check-in areas are defined and optimized with enough space for stacking, 
printing, keyboarding, sensitizing. A-V items verified at special workstation (must be manually 
separated from stand-alone bookdrop in front). Separate check-in areas optimized for books 
(work out of bookdrop bins) and A-V (work off book carts).  After check-in, items are placed on 
carts then moved to 16 shelving carts efficiently arranged and clearly labeled in back room. 
Some media are separated from cases. DVDs must be secured, plus EM security. 


North 
Plains No No No No 1.1  


Outside bookdrop in parking lot.  Emptied 2-3x daily.  Requires multiple trips with “the trolley 
box” used for transporting material.  Check-in done at service desk.  Holds are triggered, media 
is checked and then removed. Checked in items and A-V cases are placed on shelving cart 
behind desk. Media is filed in binder.  No security. 
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 Library 
 


Appropriate 
bins? 


A-V in 
separate 
bin? 


Optimized 
Space for 
Task? 


All in 
convenient 
location(s)? Minutes Per Return 


Banks No No No No 1.5  
Drive-by bookdrop in parking lot. Emptied 1x daily using tasket. Also a bookdrop next to service 
desk which is emptied throughout the day.  This bookdrop reduces width of aisle to get behind 
desk to 20 inches.  All returns processed at service desk where holds are triggered, media is 
checked and then removed. Checked-in items are placed on shelving cart behind desk, around 
desk, and under desk.  No security, media is placed in binder.   


West 
Slope No No No No 2.8 


One outside book return slot which empties into backroom to big bin (that doesn’t hold much 
because slot gets clogged).  Another stand-alone bookdrop inside building that must be 
emptied. Small area in the back is narrow, awkward and crowded.  Items must be pulled from 
bookdrops and stacked on cart so check-in person can work on them – try to identify holds for 
patrons first, media checked and holds triggered.  After check-in, items are placed on shelving 
cart. No security. 
Cornelius No No No No 2.9  


Drive-up bookdrop outside-emptied 2x daily. Internal return is service desk. All returns 
processed at service desk where holds are triggered, media is checked.  Checked in items are 
placed on shelving cart behind desk.  DVDs require locking, no EM security. 


 


Preparing Outgoing Delivery 
Most libraries presort material to several locations.  In every case, the presorted 
material is placed in a labeled tasket.  Generally the taskets are arranged on the floor 
and as each location is filled, another empty tasket is placed on top of it.  Some 
libraries don’t do enough volume to require stacking multiple taskets going to the 
same destination.  In these cases, libraries have arranged their taskets on two short 
shelves (e.g. CM-Bethany) or on and under a table (e.g. West Slope) to save floor 
space.  Others keep their taskets on the floor even if only one tasket will be needed 
for some locations (e.g. Tualatin).  
 
Photo 5: Outgoing tasket arrangements at CM-Bethany (left), West Slope and Tualatin 
(right) 


   
 
The unanimous preference for staff is to presort to as many locations as possible in 
order to avoid the hassle of using routing slips.  Even though routing slips are pre-
printed, marking the destination location and then putting a rubber band around the 
routing slip and item (and some also tape the slip to the item) takes significantly more 
time that simply dropping an item in a tasket.  The smallest libraries lack the space 
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for 13 taskets and therefore send the bulk of the mix taskets.  This also means that the 
smallest libraries have to spend more time on each outgoing delivery item. Even in 
the case of West Slope where the taskets are not particularly easy to access, staff find 
it preferable to stash as many taskets as they can in their cramped space in order to 
decrease the number of locations that require routing slips. 


 
Garden Home demonstrates a unique way to 
use the taskets without taking up more floor 
space than necessary.  Even though they 
only send one presorted tasket to most 
locations, they are able to presort to ten 
locations by stacking their taskets in a way 
that allows staff to easily drop material in. 
 
The time required to prepare material for 
outgoing delivery was not captured so we 
can’t quantify what combination of factors 
makes the process of preparing outgoing 
delivery most efficient.  Nonetheless, the 


key factors are undoubtedly: how many locations require routing slips, how 
accessible the presort bins (or suitable staging area) is to the person doing the check-
in and how optimized the check-in station is. 
Table 14: Presort taskets set-up at each location 


  To  
From  


Ba Be CM CM
-B 


Co FG GH H-
M 


H-
SP 


NP Sh Ti Tu WS Total 


Ba10  X X x  x  X    x     6 
Be X    X X X X X X X X X X X X 13 
CM  X  X  X  X X X  X X X X 10 
CM-B  X X   X  X X  X X X X   9 
Co  X     X           2 
FG X  X X X X   X X X  X X X X 12 
GH  X X X  X   X X  X X X X 10 
H-M  X X X  X    X  X X X    8 
H-SP   X X   X  X     X     5 
NP                  0 
Sh  X X     X X    X X    6 
Ti  X X X   X X X X  X   X X 10 
Tu  X X X  X  X X  X X   X   9 
WS  X X X   X X X X X X X X   11 
Total 2 12 11 9 2 11 5 11 10 2 9 11 9 7  
The far left column indicates where the presort taskets are in place and for which destinations 
across that row (e.g. Cornelius only presorts to Beaverton and Forest Grove.) 
 


                                            
10 Banks is unique in that they don’t ALWAYS presort to the same locations.  While they 
always presort to Beaverton, Cedar Mill and Hillsboro-Main, they only “sometimes” presort to 
Cedar Mill-Bethany, Forest Grove and Tigard.  They reported these conditional presorts were 
generally all returns. 


Photo 6:  Stack of three low-volume 
presort taskets at Garden Home 
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The most efficient set-up for outgoing delivery is at Hillsboro Main, Tigard, and 
Tualatin.  In each case, the people doing check-in can place each scanned item onto a 
conveniently located staging spot clearly labeled for each location11.  Tigard and 
Tualatin use special carts and Hillsboro Main uses shelves.  At the end of a logical 
sequence (e.g. after checking in everything from a bookdrop bin), the check-in person 
takes each stack to the appropriate taskets.  This arrangement ensures clerks won’t 
have to create stacks of material on their desk and prevents ergonomic issues such as 
reaching far away or twisting under something to get to a tasket.  
 
Photo 7: Optimized work space and staging for outgoing delivery 


  
Clearly labeled, accessible, and compact staging areas for material to be placed before being 
place into taskets for outgoing delivery (Tigard on the left and Tualatin on the right). 
 


Sorting and Shelving 
Once items have been checked in and media checked (and possibly placed in DVD 
cases), it is time to get the returned material back on the shelves.  Depending on the 
volume of material and the size of the library, the process of sorting and shelving 
material can be simple or extremely complicated.    


 
All but one library use one or more carts to 
organize checked in material until it can be 
moved on to the next step. The smaller libraries 
use a single cart to stack checked in material. 
The cart is then used to move around the library 
to interfile on the shelves.  Each library (and 
sometimes each worker in the library) organizes 
the cart in their own way according to how 
check-in volume, what they are checking in, and 


                                            
11 Cedar Mill-Bethany, Sherwood, and North Plains use the delivery cart system to group 
material going to the same destination although they are not quite as nicely labeled nor do 
they have the same optimized work areas for their check-in people as Hillsboro Main, Tigard 
and Tualatin (due primarily to space constrains.)  Somewhat ironically, North Plains uses the 
cart to organize their material for labeling (reducing the number of routing slips and rubber-
bands needed).  They then put all the bundles into a single mix tasket. 


Photo 8: Single cart used for 
staging checked-in material at 
Shute Park 
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how the library is laid out. When only one cart is used, the check-in clerk will likely 
use both sides (which makes for a less optimal set-up since it requires reaching, 
stacking or turning the cart around to place each category of material down after 
check-in). 
 
The next most efficient approach is to have two to three carts placed around the 


check-in clerk so she or he can 
easily scan each item, check media, 
print holds slips, and then and put 
the processed item in place without 
having to stack anything on their 
desk, turn carts around or reach 
around to the back of the cart (or 
any other difficult to reach open 
desktop space.) 
 
Once the carts used by the check-in 
staff are full, they are either taken 
directly to the public areas for fine-
sorting and shelving (Banks, 
Garden Home, Sherwood, and 
West Slope) or the material is 


transferred to another staging location.  This next staging location may be a range of 
shelves (Cornelius, Forest Grove, and Sherwood) or an arrangement of shelving carts.   
 
The libraries that use shelving carts for rough sorting material prior to shelving are 
Beaverton (12 carts), Cedar Mill-Bethany (3 carts), Cedar Mill (approximately 12 
carts), Hillsboro-Shute Park (12 carts), Hillsboro Main (22 carts), Tigard (16 carts) 
and Tualatin (15 carts). 
 
Once a shelving cart is full, it is taken out to the library shelves and material is 
interfiled.  Usually, the person doing the filing does a fine sort of material before 
beginning the shelving process.  However, some libraries require an additional 
holding area for shelving carts that are full but cannot yet be shelved.  This is 
sometimes referred to as the “corral.” Beaverton, Hillsboro Main, Shute Park, Cedar 
Mill, Tigard and Tualatin all require corrals for staging their full shelving carts. 
 
Tigard and Hillsboro Main are very careful to keep track of the age and priority of 
material in their corral.  At Hillsboro Main, large tags are inserted into any “priority” 
carts.  Shelvers know to take these out first.  They also label each cart with a tag 
indicating the order in which they were returned to ensure that material that has been 
out of circulation will get back on the shelves before more recently returned material 
(but after the high-priority material). 
 
Tigard’s system is extremely well managed with a color-coding system for each cart.  
The colors indicate the day the material was checked in.  Their objective is to ensure 


Photo 9: Optimal arrangement of carts used at 
check-in stations at Tigard 
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that all material is reshelved within 24 hours and the color-coding system makes it 
easy to ensure that this occurs.  When they are behind, they can quickly see which 
carts are oldest and remediative steps are required to meet their turnaround goal. 
 


The other libraries that use corrals (or staging areas for material ready to shelve) do 
not have such clear systems for prioritizing material.  Generally, the arrangement of 
the carts indicates which one should be taken out for shelving first (e.g. Beaverton, 
Tualatin) but at some libraries, the arrangement is less linear so it isn’t always so easy 
to see which one is a priority (e.g. Shute Park and Cedar Mill).   
 
One reason that priority isn’t indicated is because which cart is pulled for shelving is 
not necessarily a function of priority but of training.  For example, at Cedar Mill 
volunteers do all the shelving and they are only trained to shelve material in certain 
areas.  For this reason, the available volunteer will pull out the cart that they are 
trained to shelve regardless of what other older or higher-priority material might be 
awaiting shelving. 
 
Libraries that use shelves for staging checked-in material instead of shelving carts 
also may not know how long items have been sitting on the shelves (unless they 
empty it each day.) 
 
If the corral always contains carts and if there is no indication of when each cart was 
placed there, the library cannot track how quickly material is available to customers 
after check-in. If multiple shelving carts are used, and especially if a corral is used, it 
is important to clearly indicate the check-in dates of the oldest material placed on 
those carts to ensure library material isn’t staying out of circulation any longer than 
necessary.   
 
While many of the libraries use volunteers to help with check-in and shelving, Cedar 
Mill has a corps of 300 volunteers working circulation alone.  Volunteers do almost 
all of the bookdrop and tasket check-in as well as the shelving.  Staff supervise their 
work, manage complex schedules (each volunteer works 2 hour shifts once or twice a 


Photo 10: Hillsboro Main (left) and Tigard color-coding systems 
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week), train the volunteers, and fill in when fewer show up than expected. While 
there are many benefits to using volunteers for check-in and shelving, it is also true 
that managing that many volunteers takes a toll.  Instead of an efficient team of highly 
skilled circulation experts, the library uses a much larger group of people providing 
assistance limited by their training and their interests. Many more people are required 
under this scenario and it results in a much more crowded work area, and requires 
more “managers” to keep everything going smoothly. 


Table 15: Bookdrop to Library Shelf – How many steps and how much time?12 
Steps taken 
from 
bookdrop to 
library 
shelves  


Remove 
from 
book 
drop 
and 
place 
on cart 
or table 


Check-
in and 
place 
on cart 
or 
table 


Take to 
shelving 
cart or 
wall 


Fine 
sort 
cart 


Check 
fine 
sort 


Move 
cart 
to 
corral 


Move 
from 
shelving 
wall to 
cart  


Fine 
sort 


Shelved 
and 
number 
steps 
required
 


Turn- 
around 
within…


Banks 1 2      3 4 24h 


Beaverton 1 2 3   4  5 6 30h 


CM 1 2 3 4 5 6    7 24h 


CM-
Bethany  1 2 3 4 5      6 24h 


Cornelius 1 2 3    4 5 6 24h 


Forest 
Grove 1 2 3    4 5 6 ? 


Garden 
Home 1 2      3 4 24h 


3.513 Hillsboro-
Shute 1 2 3    


 
4 5 ? 


Hillsboro 
Main 1 2 3     4 5 30h 


North 
Plains 1 2      3 4 24h 


Sherwood 1 2 3    4 5 6 ? 


Tigard 1 2 3     4 5 24h 


Tualatin 1 2 3     4 5 24h 


West Slope 1 2      3 4 24h 


 
                                            


12 Turnaround times were provided by each library based on their observations (when it could 
be determined.  No formal time-study was performed. 


13 The shelving isn’t used for the faster circulating items so this step isn’t generally necessary. 
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Holds 
Patron-placed holds are what drive much of the materials handling workload and 
almost all of the delivery workload. Each of the libraries commit a significant amount 
of time to printing Pending Lists (items on their shelves that need to be pulled),  
finding and pulling items off the shelf, scanning each item to trigger the hold, and 
routing the material to the pick-up location. If patrons don’t pick up their holds for ten 
days, the hold expires and is pulled from the holds shelf and returned to the owning 
library or sent on to another pick-up location to fill the hold for the next request in the 
queue. All of this movement of material to specified pick-up locations and finally 
returning items to their owning library is what puts the pressure on the delivery 
system.   
 
Being able to place holds on material and specifying where you’d like to pick-up your 
material is one of the most popular services provided today.  Libraries nationwide 
experience a huge increase in circulation transactions as soon as they introduce the 
service to their customers.  Therefore, even if the costs and challenges are high, most 
libraries believe it is well worth their investment to provide the service to their 
customers. 


Costs of Holds 
The “item cost” of transport through courier is $ .07 (see Table 3).  We estimated 
earlier that 44.45% of first circs become deliveries.  We also estimated that 28.87% of 
first circs become holds.  Using these ratios, we can estimate how many items will 
require delivery for every hold placed. 
 
  total deliveries per year = 1.53 
       total holds per year   
 
In other words, for approximately every three items placed on hold, two deliveries 
will be required.  Remember that not all holds require delivery and some holds might 
require only one delivery (e.g. it is picked up at the owning library and returned to 
another library).  In fact, many items will take several one-way trips on the courier 
without returning to their home library.14  Without knowing the exact flow of 
materials through the system we can still estimate that $648/day was spent moving 
holds (sending and returning) between WCCLS libraries in FY08-09.  This includes 
the cost of the courier staff and sort facility, and all costs associated with vehicles. 
 
There is also a library staff cost associated with holds processing.  For the purposes of 
this study, each library reported the number of person-hours spent on processing 
holds (printing the ‘Pending List,’ pulling the material off the shelf, triggering the 


                                            
14 When an item is returned to any library (owning library or not), the bar code is scanned 
which triggers the next hold.  When a return triggers a hold, it is immediately transferred to 
the pick-up location specified by the patron rather than being shelved or put in-transit back to 
the owning library.  
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hold, prepping them for courier) and dealing with unclaimed holds (removing expired 
items from the holds shelf and putting them back on the library shelves; or, more 
often than not, putting them back into the courier system.) Based on the daily 
estimates provided by each library, $1223 per day is spent processing holds and $188 
per day is spent handling unclaimed holds. These numbers were calculated using the 
hourly wage of a check-in clerk with benefits included ($13.87). Between delivery 
and staff costs, WCCLS spends $2,041 per day on holds costing the system as much 
as $726,596 annually (assuming 356 days per year at the same daily cost).    
 
Table 16: Daily Cost of Holds Systemwide 


Library Staff  Tasks Person Hours Library Staff Cost 


Processing holds 88 $   1,223 


Handling Unclaimed Holds 14 $     188 


TOTAL  102 $   1,412 


Courier Tasks  Items delivered Sort and Courier Costs 


Sort and deliver 9273 $      648 


TOTAL DAILY  COST OF HOLDS $    2,041 


ANNUAL COST OF HOLDS  $726,596 


Hold Status Messages in Catalog 


The library catalog provides patrons with nine different status messages related to 
holds.  The WCCLS website contains an FAQ to help patrons understand each of 
these messages (see Figure 2). Three of the status messages (Pending, Shipped, and 
Held) occur when the patron’s request has risen to the top of the hold queue and an 
item has been found that will fill their request.  Many patrons monitor the holds queue 
very closely and know when they are at the top of the queue; but, they don’t 
necessarily understand all the subtleties and variables associated with each status 
change.    
 
When patrons see that the item they’ve had on hold is now “Pending,” they may 
presume that it is available.  However, it is highly unlikely that an item that is 
“Pending” will be available that day or even the next.  A hold request is “Pending” 
when a library has been assigned the item.  As mentioned earlier, libraries print out 
their Pending Lists daily.  The list includes names of all the items on their shelves for 
which a request has been placed.  The list can be hundreds of items long at the larger 
libraries; even the smallest libraries have to pull as many as 50 items per day.  Most 
libraries report finding 85-99% of the items on their Pending List each day.  
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Pending Lists are usually printed in the morning and one or more people work on 
collecting the material from the shelves.  The first round of searching for material is 
generally done by volunteers or pages.  Often, there are items that are not on the 
shelves but these can be found on a shelving cart or a cart parked in the corral.  The 
second level of locating items from the Pending List often falls to a higher paid staff 
person (possibly even a librarian.) 


 
If the item is located in the first pass, it is taken to a workstation where it is scanned 
to trigger the hold (which attaches that patrons request that the particular item in 
hand), and sent out with that day’s delivery.  In this case, there’s a chance that the 
patron will be able to pick up their item the next day.  But to accomplish such a feat, 
not only does the item have to be outbound to the requesting library the same day, but 
the receiving library also has to be able to check it in (along with all their taskets that 
day) and get it onto the hold shelf before the patron arrives.   
 
It is also possible that a requested item on a library’s Pending List cannot be located 
by the staff that day or even the next.  In rare cases, the item isn’t found at all and 
staff set the item status to “missing” which in turns allows the system to put that 


Statuses indicating successful holds: 
• Active: The system has recognized your Hold Request. Library staff will be 
alerted to a hold request if a requested item is checked in. That item will be 
reserved for the first person waiting in the Hold Queue for that title. 
• Pending: Your Hold Request appears in a list of items that library staff will 
retrieve from the shelves and route to your Pick-up destination. 
• Shipped: The item you requested is being sent to the designated Pick-up 
Library to fill your hold request. 
• Held: The item which you requested has been received at the Pick-up Library 
and is waiting for you on the hold shelf. 
• Inactive: An inactive hold request has an activation date in the future. When 
that date arrives, the hold request will become Active. 
• Unclaimed: Your hold was not picked up within the 10 day pick-up window. It 
may be checked out if it is still available or reactivated by a library staff member. 
• Cancelled: A hold in Cancelled status will remain in your Patron Account for 7 
days unless you request that it be deleted or reactivated by Library staff. A request 
in Cancelled status cannot be filled. 
 
Statuses indicating unsuccessful holds: 
• Not Supplied: You have placed a specific item hold request on an item that is 
designated Not Holdable 
• Expired: Your hold request was not filled after 2 years. 


Figure 1: How to interpret holds status information from WCCLS website 
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patron’s request on another library’s Pending List where the sequence starts over. In 
other words, it is possible that the status of a patron’s request could say “Pending” for 
several days, no doubt creating confusion for the patron. 
 
From “Pending,” a patron’s hold request will change to “Shipped.”  This means that 
the item has been found on the shelf and been scanned to trigger the hold.  When an 
item is “Shipped,” it means it could be sitting in a tasket waiting for courier pick-up.  
It could also be in a tasket at the courier’s sort facility waiting to go out with the next 
day’s delivery, or possibly sitting in a tasket at the receiving library.  Depending on 
which library is filling the request and which is the pick-up location, the time spent in 
“shipped” status could be less than 24 hours to over a day. All member libraries 
reported that their previous day’s delivery is almost always checked in by the time the 
next day’s delivery arrives so it is unlikely that an item would show as shipped for 
more than two days except after Sundays (when some libraries are closed) and 
holidays when it could take up to three days.  
 
From “Shipped” status, hold requests go to “Held” status.  At this point, the receiving 
library has removed the item from the tasket, scanned it, and placed a hold label 
inside the book.  Most likely, it is on a book cart in the back, waiting to be shelved, or 
already on the self-service holds shelves.  At libraries that do not allow self-service 
holds pick-up, it could be shelved behind the service desk (e.g. Banks, Cornelius, 
Forest Grove, Garden Home, Sherwood [A-V only], and West Slope.)   
 
If it is on a book cart awaiting shelving (e.g. in a corral) and the library hasn’t made it 
a high priority to get holds up on the shelves, it could take a few hours from check-in 
time (when the status changes to “Held”) before it is actually available on the holds 
shelf. 


Intangible Costs of Holds 


Understandably, patrons often come into the library expecting their holds to be on the 
holds shelf based on their interpretation of the held item’s status.  When patrons 
cannot find the item on the holds shelf, they talk to a person at the service desk who 
must then track down the item in the back room.  Depending on the distance away 
from the service desk, the numbers of carts in the back room, and how well each cart 
is labeled, this search can take a couple minutes or several minutes.  In a study 
performed by King County Library System (KCLS), it was determined that the 
average staff cost (per incident) of finding items on a book cart in the back room was 
$4.30.15  KCLS estimates that on average, each incident requires six minutes of staff 
time. 
 


                                            
15 The full report can be found at 
http://galecia.com/included/docs/2008/ayre_self_checkin_cost_compare.pdf 
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Some WCCLS libraries report that patrons come to the service desk looking for held 
items that haven’t yet been shelved as many as ten times per hour per staff person 
(Beaverton).  Hillsboro Main, Forest Grove, and West Slope staff look for material in 
the back room 10-25 times a day.  Using the KCLS figure of $4.30 per incident, we 
can estimate the staff cost of these back room excursions at $43/day (10 times per 
day) to as much as $129/day (30 times per day).  Over a year, these add up.  
Beaverton could be spending as much as $45,924 per year (356 days x 30 times/day x 
$4.30 per incident) looking for held items in the back room, simply because they 
haven’t managed to get the material up on the shelves before the patron expects them 
to be available.   Even Forest Grove (20 visits to the back room per open day; open 
approximately 304 days per year), could be spending over $26,000 in staff time. 
 
Even if a patron is savvy enough to understand all the hold status message, they can 
still have unrealistically high expectations about how quick the turnaround time for 
getting material from one library to another should be, or how long they should have 
to wait to get a requested item, or how well the notifications system works.  These are 
the patrons that come to the library to talk to someone about their frustration with the 
service.  The patrons that are having a satisfactory experience with the holds service 
are least likely to interact with library staff (especially if they grab their own holds, 
check out at the self-check machine and are on their way without any staff 
involvement). The result is that staff spend more time dealing with difficult patrons 
than they did before patrons could place (and pick-up) their own hold requests. 
 
Another source of tension between staff and patrons created by the holds service is 
how some patrons use the holds service.  WCCLS allows a patron to have up to 50 
items on hold at a time.  Theoretically, this means that any one patron could have 50 
items sitting on the holds shelf waiting for pick-up.  Realistically, what it means is 
that a patron has several items “Active” (the hold was placed but no item has been 
selected to fill the hold), “Pending,” “Shipped,” “Held” and “Unclaimed.” 
“Unclaimed” holds are those that the patron requested and the item was found, pulled 
and sent to their specified pick-up location where it sat for 10 days.  Then the item 
was returned to the owning library.  In other words, a lot of wasted effort was made 
on behalf of that patron.  Every library spends from 30 minutes to over two hours per 
day pulling unclaimed holds off the shelf and sending them on to fill the next hold or 
back to the owning library. WCCLS staff estimate spending 14 hours per day.  
Assuming the work is performed by check-in staff (or at least paid check-in clerk 
wages), this comes to $188 per day processing unclaimed holds.  Over a year, the cost 
is over $60,000 system-wide.  
 
Some patrons use the holds system to browse material. For example, a patron can 
request ten deck-building books and when they come in, the patron can look through 
them and decide which one to check-out. The others will simply go back to where 
they came from (at great expense).   
 
When items on the hold shelf are placed in the bookdrop, they often re-trigger the 
same hold when staff attempt to check them in.  Because they were in “Held” status, 
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the system expects them to be checked out, but since bookdrop staff are in the check-
in module, the system is confused and the hold is retriggered and possibly put back on 
the shelf.  In order to avoid this, Tualatin has a special “book drop” just for items on 
hold that the patron has decided they no longer want. 
 
Another cost related to unclaimed holds is the out-of-circulation time of items waiting 
for pick-up on the holds shelf.  Library circulation staff estimate 10%-30% of all 
holds placed on the hold shelf are not picked up.   In FY2008-09, 2,102,377 items 
were placed on hold.  If just 10% of those items were left to expire on the holds shelf, 
then approximately 210,238 items per year spend 10 days on the holds shelf plus at 
least 3 days in transit and processing.  During these 13 days, they are unavailable for 
filling other patron’s requests and they are unavailable to browsing customers.  
 
In the KCLS study referred to earlier, they determined that the value per day of an 
item was $ .02.  This was done by dividing the average cost to buy, process, catalog 
and get out new material on the shelf divided by the average number of days a KCLS 
item remained in circulation.16 Using this figure, WCCLS could estimate that the 
“cost” of the unclaimed holds is $54,662. 
 
Table 17: Unused Resource Costs Associated with Unclaimed Holds 


Holds Per Year 2,102,377 
Percent Unclaimed 10% 
Total Holds that expire unclaimed 210,238 
Days on shelf (10) and in transit (3) 13 
Daily value of a circulating resource17 $ .02 
Cost per year of unused resources unclaimed on holds shelf $54,662 


 
From the patron’s point of view, it is easy to understand why they don’t always pick 
up the items that become available.  It is very difficult to anticipate when items will 
arrive.  Not only are there the variables in processing material at each library 
discussed earlier, but there are also variable circulation policies that confuse the issue.  
For example, loan periods for DVDs vary from library to library (from 7 to 21 days).  
So, a patron might be third on the list for a DVD and it could take 21 days or 63 days 
to be available.  And to make matters worse, some DVDs are classified as Adult Non-
Fiction and the loan period reflects that (usually 21 days) so if I am expecting to get a 
TV series from a library that classifies it as Adult Non-Fiction, I expect a 21 day loan 


                                            
16  Full report available at 
http://galecia.com/included/docs/2008/ayre_self_checkin_cost_compare.pdf. 


17 The per day value of a resource as defined in the KCLS study was used.  If the average 
cost of purchasing and getting new material into circulation at WCCLS is less than this 
number could be lower.  If the after lifetime of a book in circulation at WCCLS is longer than 
KCLS, then this number could be higher. 
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period (e.g. Tualatin).  But if I get a my DVD from Cedar Mill, I will only have a 7-
day loan period (because it is a “DVD” not “Adult Non-Fiction”).   These 
inconsistencies make negotiating the Holds system very tricky for most patrons. 
 
Another intangible cost of holds is that is reduces the space dedicated to browsable 
material. As more patrons use the catalog to place requests, the larger the space 
dedicated to shelving those items must be.  Inevitably, this means reducing the space 
dedicated to shelving material for the walk-in customer.  Finding a balance between 
the on-line customer and the walk-in customer is difficult.  While it is important to 
provide an efficient and effective holds service, it is also important to meet the needs 
of the walk-in patron who comes into the library expecting to be delighted to find 
something they want to read or watch. 
 
In order to meet the needs of walk-in patron, all of the WCCLS libraries designate 
some of their material non-holdable.  For example, many of the libraries make some 
of their “Best Sellers” non-holdable to ensure some copies of the most popular items 
are on hand for walk-in customers.  Each library controls what percentage and what 
categories of material they make available for holds.  Some use the Bestseller 
designation to make items in multiple formats non-holdable (e.g. Hillsboro, 
Sherwood).  Others designate individual titles non-holdable within each of the 
different collections and format categories (e.g. Beaverton, Tigard, and Garden 
Home).  Regardless of how they do it, every library makes an effort to ensure their 
library has something for the walk-in customer even as they give up more browsing 
shelves to make room for storing more holds. 
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Systemwide Issues 
 
Each library has its own selections, acquisitions, cataloging and processing staff.  
Each library can make its own independent decisions about what to buy and how to 
catalog it and how to label it.  Each library controls what percentage and what 
categories of material it will make available for holds. There is no central collections 
management body or a centralized WCCLS technical services department. Each 
library builds their own collection to meet their local needs without taking into 
account what resources might be readily available from other libraries in WCCLS. 
 
Many of the choices made by one library affect other member libraries.  When one 
library makes many of their Adult DVD collection non-holdable (e.g. Tigard), it puts 
more pressure on the libraries that allow most of their DVD titles to be subject to 
holds (e.g. Forest Grove).  A library that doesn’t spend as much on its collection (e.g. 
Cedar Mill-Bethany) puts pressure on all the other members to supplement their 
collection.  Closures at one library will affect other libraries, especially when they are 
nearby or on a busy transit route.  Libraries that aren’t as quick to pull Pending List 
items or to unpack and check-in their incoming delivery slow the process down for 
everyone.     
 
Property tags, spine labels and any other color-coding of material is individually 
defined by each library.  Some libraries provide very easy to see property labels so 
that when taskets are unpacked, they can easily identify items being returned to their 
library versus the material being delivered to fill a hold.  Check-in staff at libraries 
with less distinctive property labels cannot easily distinguish holds from returns.   
While cataloging is not done centrally, the Catalogers users’ group, CATS, with 
representatives from many of the libraries have established a work group and this 
group has developed some important cataloging standards and conventions. Some of 
the decisions made by CATS also trickle down to technical services and have resulted 
in increasing levels of standardization.  For example, in the early 1990’s it was agreed 
that the standard placement of bar codes on new material is centered high on the 
cover page of the item.  This is an example of a collective decision that benefits 
everyone. 
 
The WCCLS libraries operate in a more autonomous fashion than a system fashion.  
The differing policies, standards of service, and procedures create inconsistencies 
throughout the system fail to harness many of the benefits of sharing an ILS and 
sharing material.  
 
Each of the libraries provides work space in its back room for staff doing cataloging 
and technical services work.  At Banks, North Plains, and Cornelius, the backroom is 
very tiny and serves multiple purposes. It is very inefficient for everyone using it.  
Each of these libraries performs all the tasket and bookdrop check-in at the service 
desk because there isn’t room for anyone, or anything, in the back room.  
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Some of the bigger libraries provide large (Hillsboro Main) to adequate spaces 
(Tigard and Beaverton) for their technical services staff.  In fact, between these three 
libraries, there is probably enough space available for processing all the material 
coming into the entire system while ensuring that people in these departments have 
enough space for all the labels, and tags and tape needed to get material ready for 
circulation.  Instead, all the small and medium-sized libraries have to find a way to 
seat another person and a lot more supplies into their library back room along with 
the taskets and shelving carts.  While the ILS and most materials are shared, space 
and personnel (to some degree) are not seen as share-able “resources” in the same 
way. 
 
Inconsistent practices have an effect on overall security of the WCCLS collection.  
Some libraries have self-check-out machines; some do not. Some have EM18 security 
on all material.  Others have no security.  Some libraries secure media with lockable 
cases or dispensing systems, and others separate media from the cases.  These 
variations make security of material from library to library challenging.  Oftentimes, 
even though an item is secured with a Kwik or Grecco system at its home library, 
once it is lent to another library, it is no longer secured.  This is why, for example, 
Forest Grove, does not allow for self-service holds pick-up.  They do not use any kind 
of EM security system but they do secure their media in Grecco cases.  Some libraries 
opt for labor-intensive solutions to resolve these security issues, while others choose 
to let security issues slide in favor of staff and patron convenience.  For example, 
Forest Grove keeps all of their holds behind their service desk so as to ensure security 
of material they borrow from other libraries.  Since they have no EM security system, 
they see this is the most responsible choice.  In contrast, both Hillsboro libraries use 
Kwik cases for some materials; however, when items are put on the hold shelf, they 
are first removed from their Kwik cases.  Material borrowed from other libraries 
(including DVDs and Blu-Ray discs) are also placed unsecured on the holds shelf.  
Obviously, the Hillsboro approach eases transactions for both staff and patrons but it 
does open the door for security issues.19   
 
The rate of check-outs done at self-check machines systemwide is very low largely 
due to inconsistencies across the libraries related to A-V handling, security systems 
and self-check equipment used.  It isn’t always easy for a customer to find the bar 
code when they are checking out material from multiple libraries.  Customers using 
more than one library have to deal with different self-check and media dispensers and 
this can be confusing. And, security gates and EM strips from different vendors don’t 
always work well together. 
 


                                            
18 EM security refers to an electro-magnetic security system that requires sensitizing each 
item at check-in, and desensitizing it at check-out. The security gates at the entrance trigger 
an alarm when sensitized material is carried through the gates. 


19 Hillsboro patrons using the self-check machines are expected to remove their own Kwik 
cases thereby completely eliminating any security gained from using the cases. 
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Another issue that ensures self-check use remains low is to prevent the patron from 
completing all transactions at a self-check machine.  If a customer must go to the 
service desk to get their holds, or to get the media that matches the DVD they’ve 
selected, they are likely going to check-out at the desk rather than return to the self-
check machine to do it themselves.  Polaris blocks (e.g. a condition that “blocks” the 
patron from checking out material) that require staff over-rides in order to proceed to 
check-out are also an issue.20  Placement within the library, signage and/or 
convenient work areas (for placing material and purses and things) are lacking at 
some of the libraries.  Beaverton has an exemplary self-check setup.  The area is 
clearly marked and optimally located in front of the service desk (so staff can assist 
when someone is having difficulty).  They are placed close to the entrance of the 
library and close to the self service holds pick-up area.  Stools are available at each 
unit for shorter patrons to use (usually kids, who love using the machines).  The 3M 
V-series ensures that the security strips are desensitized.  There’s plenty of room 
around the unit and on the tabletop for organizing books, backpacks, and purses.   
 
Photo 11: Beaverton Self Check Out 


 


                                            
20 An example of a situation where staff must override a “block” is when the patron has 
dropped all of their returns into the bookdrop but they haven’t been checked in yet.  So, in 
fact, the patron has NOT exceeded their check-out limit; rather, the library has not been 
able to check-in the return.  Instant check-in (without staff intervention) is one of the 
appeals of automated self-service check-in systems. 
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Conclusion 
 
It was a pleasure to visit all the libraries, visit with the staff, and see first hand what 
each library is doing to handle the problems related to material handling.  The 
libraries are all appealing spaces, and make a critical contribution to their local 
community.  Each of the libraries in the WCCLS system has strengths and 
weaknesses and is staffed by people deeply committed to their profession. The goal of 
this preliminary findings document was not to lay blame on any library or staff person 
but to identify what is working well and expose what is not working so well so that 
improvements can be made.  
 
Each library is facing unique challenges yet all libraries share some common 
challenges.  All have developed creative solutions to the challenges. Hopefully, some 
of the observations shared in this document will shed light on the individual issues as 
well as the system issues, encourage libraries to learn from other libraries, and help 
all members see that they are part of a larger, interdependent organization.  There are 
opportunities to work together to benefit every library and every WCCLS patron.  
 
WCCLS and library staff are encouraged to review the preliminary findings here and 
provide feedback.  This feedback will guide the Consultant’s work in the next phase 
of the project.   
 
In the next phase, Consultant will evaluate numerous solutions for addressing the 
issues raised in this report. The range of solutions to be explored will be broad 
ranging from capital intensive technological solutions to simple fixes such as 
changing out book drop bins. WCCLS’ feedback will again be sought prior to the 
development of the final set of recommendations due in April.  
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